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Zeide was an Ehrlicher Yid. 
And an Ehrlicher Yid would only 

choose to drink an Ehrlicher wine. 

So if you could ask him why he only 

chose Kedem wine, he'd tell you that 

for Kiddush, Havdalah, Arba Kosos, 

Chupa and Bris Milah, the only wine 

he'd accept was Kedem. "Nu", 

you'd question, "why only Kedem?" 

And he'd explain. 

The name Kedem stands 
for kashrus, quality 16 

family tradition. 
For fifty years Kedem 

wines have been produced 

in the United States (and 

in Europe for 100 years 

prior) under the watchful 

eye of R' Yonah Herzog z"l, 

his family and the uncom

promising kashrus standards 

of the T zelemer Rov zt"l. 

And from the very 

beginning, no element of 

the product, from grape 

crushing and bottling to 

final packaging and market

ing, were above halachic 

scrutiny. Only Shomrei 

Torah were allowed access 

to the wine production and 

storage facilities. And, as 

per the wishes of the Tzele-
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mer Rav, all Kedem wines were and con- Only Kedem can rightfully claim 
tinue to be produced within Kedetn's own to result from eight generations 
wine cellars. of winemakers. 
More than the finest kashrus, Reb Yonah Herzog z"I, a sixth generation 

Kedem sells only the finest wine. winemaker, arrived in America in 1948. 

In addition to this supreme con1n1it- On the recommendation of leading Gedolei 

tnent to kashrus, Kedem has always Hador, he rebuilt the winery left behind in 

been supren1ely committed to quality. communist Czechoslovakia. 

R' Yonah z"l always Today, his family, the eighth generation of 

reminded his workers 

and fatnily to ~ 

remember that ~ 

Kedem wines 

were intended 

for the pursuit 

of G-dliness. 

And for this 

reason alon 

pride and tremendous care to 

maintain the superb quality of 

his products. That pride con

tinues today. Just recently an 

entire vintage of a particular 

wine was rejected on the 

grounds that it was unfit to 

wear the Kedem nan1e on it's 

label. 

And for those vintages which 

are accepted, fanatical atten

tion to detail insures 

that the consutner gets the 

best possible product. 

winemakers, remains committed to the princi

ples of maintaining the traditions of European 

Jewery relative to Ehrlichkeit, Kavod Ha Torah 

and Litnud Ha Tc)rah. 

The result is a wine we know as Kedem. 

And a legacy we know your Zeide would be 

proud that you continued. So ask your Zeide 

why he chose Kedem. You'll see that it was for 

the same reasons he did everything. Because it 

was the righr thing to do. 

ROYAL WINE CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY 
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• WOOD • STEEL • PLASTIC • SWINGS • SLIDES • PICNIC TABLES 
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health 
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The S s E.mes 
and Other Chassidic Masters 
The name "Sfas Emes" has a unique resonance.As a great Rosh Yeshivah 

said, "I have learned Sfas Emes contless times, but every time I look at it, 
I find new ideas:' 

In this remarkable achievement, RabbiYosef Stern presents the primary 
themes of Sfas Emes, topic by topic, and weaves them together brilliantly. 

Includes comments from many others in the chain of Polish Chassidic 
greatness. 

Biographical sketches of all the major figures cited in the book. This 
book will inspire and inform every week of the year. 
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Not just a cheese, 
a tradition ... 
Hao!am, the most trusted name in Cho!ov Yisroel Kosher 
Cheese. A reputation earned through 25 years of scrupulous 
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PLEAS FOR DIVINE }USTICE . •• VICTIMS OF AN IMPERIAL JUDICIARY 

A
s the Reform and Conservative movements are joining forces with the secular leadership in Israel on a 

campaign to uproot the last vestiges of Torah Judaism from the Holy Land, much attention has been 

focused on a series of disturbing decisions affecting Torah life rendered by an increasingly assertive, 

activist court system. While the Torah community is launching various strategies - both defensive and pro

active - in response to the secularist threat, Gedolei Torah have summoned the broader community to use their 

power of prayer to beseech Hashem to bring our hearts together in common acceptance of our Heavenly yoke. 

An extraordinary tefilla assembly took place in the entrance way to Jerusalem on 28 Shevat!February 14, with 

~h~IT;rtiEff'()Jio1! ()f'l!()~(!ihap ll quarter ff" million Jews, while smaller groups of Jews gathered in houses ()f 
csty,dy atid:-.y9rs1tip q}"/c()Ver t#t('! ty()l',1~1 ,flrPll efpression of unity with their brothers in Eretz Yisroel. 

;~~~~~~d~~ltl'!:W~llSt~~ ai-ea of New Yotk City two weekstatel; 12 Adat!February · 

'ttim; in a cold, drencliing,r.11i1l: 

·. ·~tion itzf?:,~~fds~~~(gu;;~:c~~nlt~tourage!,~~i};' 
·· Berlin,ilJ.l!'iW.~yn, by theRoshHay~fjlva, Rabbi Aharon 

.. fCh~ •:v 

A UALL TO TEFILLA 
AN EXTRAORDINARY 

CHALLENGE 

0 
n Sunday, 28 Shevat, over a 
quarter of a million of acheinu 
Bnei Yisroel convened in 

Yerushalayim, constituting a tzibbur of 
Yidden, a holy congregation of Jews. We 
are part of that tzibbur, and we too 
should co1ne together. In a certain sense, 
the events in Eretz Yisroel that arouse 
these gatherings may seem distant fron1 
us. It behooves us, then, to identify and 
to define for ourselves, with immedia
cy, the reason for us to gather. 

based on words of 

chizuk delivered by the 

Rosh Yeshiva of Mesivta 

Rabbi Chaim Berlin, 

Rabbi Aharon Moshe 

Schechter N'"IJ'?\!I 

We are experiencing a growing and 
insistent denigration of the Jewish 
essence - an aggressive campaign that 
is rampant. In this country, it emanates 
from the Reform and Conservative 
movements, which preach, teach, incite 
and urge the rejection of Torah values. 
In Eretz Yisroel, its source is with the 
Chiloni'im (secularists), who barrage the 
country unceasingly with hateful talk 
about all people identified with Torah, 
ehrliche Yidden - hateful talk followed 
by actions that are of a similar kind. 

Dismissal of Torah values is not new 
- even when acheinu Bnei Yisroel are 

~-·------·--·-·-·---·----"-·---·----·---·---------··-··---
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those who are dismissing. The pasuk 
indicates it, "V'radu bachen1 soneichem 
- Your enemies will rule over you"; and 
as Ghazal teach us, this refers to "The 
enemies of Torah who will arise from 
amongst you, coming from your own 
ranks:' The prototype - the root of this 
concept in Jewish history - is the 
Misyavnim, the Hellenists- those who 
adopted Greek culture for themselves, 
and actually despised normative Jews. 
And so it has continued throughout his
tory: The many types of challenges that 
Kial Yisroel must face also include the 
challenge of fellow Jews who are battling 
against our Torah and our beliefs. 

There is a new aspect, however, to 
the contemporary rejection of 
Judaism. In the past, rejection of 
Judaism by Jews always occurred 
under the dominion of non-Jews. 
The Misyavnim emerged at a time when 
Jews were under the control of the occu
pying Greek forces - the Yevanim who 
governed Eretz Yisroel. The Misyavnim 
embraced the culture and value system 
that the Yevanim had imported and had 
imposed on them. Their identifying 
name - Misyavnim - testifies to their 
choice for a model, the Yevanim. 

In more recent times, there were 
Communjst Jews, as well as renegade 
Jews who identified with other isms, 
who joined the reigning, non-Jewish 
forces that controlled their region, also 
assuming the secular posture of reject
ing Torah values. By contrast, the con
temporary development is occurring 
under the political control ofJews. This 
so-called Jewish force is currently wel
coming the active presence and legiti
mation of Reform in Eretz Yisroe~ as part 
of its campaign of actively oppressing 
the Torah community of G-d-fearing, 
ehrliche Yidden in Eretz Yisroel. 

Bear in mind that this oppression is 
taking place under Jewish governance, 
and thus its exponents cannot be clas
sified as Misyavnim, nor are they an 
extension of Russian Communism or 
Socialism. They are Jews, Yidden- oper
ating under the rubric "Israel." And 
under that name, they nurture, preach 
and disseminate hatred of the Torah and 
bnei Torah throughout the country. 

8 

II 

For us, the first task 1s 

to feel the crisis. 

We cannot be distant. 

If the media campaign 

will lead one taxi driver 

in Eretz Yisroel to 

eventually view an 

ehrliche Yid as his 

enemy, that already 

constitutes a serious 

loss. What a chillul 
Hashem for the 

denigration of the term 

"Yid," of the term 

"Yisroe/" ! 

II 

A FORCE WITH MANY EXPRESSIONS 

T his group has many expressions. 
The media are replete with 
expressions of rejection and dis

missal, and the courts and the police act 
as active instru1nents of this campaign. 
Even more insidious than the acts of 
hostility, however, are the ideas of hos
tility. Yidden - Jews in all walks of life 
- hear their expression, spewing forth 
in a most despicable manner. The fact 
that all of this is taking place under Jew
ish dominion in a Jewish land appears 
to confer these words and deeds with a 
patina of legitimacy. 

Worse yet, Jews propagating rejection 
of classic Judaism disgrace the very 

essence of their Jewishness, lending cre
dence to acts that are becoming pro
gressively worse; it is impossible to pro
ject how far this trend will go. The 
courts and the media seem to be ready 
to tamper with every davar kadosh -
every sacred aspect of our lives: chinuch 
(education), mosdos (institutions), 
yeshivas, kollelim, driven by a hostility 
that threatens to sully basic tenets of Kial 
Yisroel in a most pernicious way. It is a 
ma'aseh Satan, which confers the power 
to undermine the very name of Yisroel. 
In Eretz Yisroel, media professionals and 
politicians -people of limited personal 
stature - can with a wave of a hand dis
miss institutions and practices that 
embody the very essence of Kial Yisroel. 

OUR RESPONSE: TO FEEL THE PAIN 

W
hat can we do? First, we can 
feel the pain with our broth
ers in Eretz Yisroel. They are 

keenly aware that destructive forces are 
being unleashed, against them and 
against all that they hold sacred. True, 
Baruch Hashem, the yeshivas are full. 
Torah communities are thriving. But 
nonetheless, the sense of what a Yid 
means, of what Torah reflects, of what 
a Rav embodies is being challenged. The 
situation is such that people lacking in 
spiritual stature are in a position to mis
lead the Jewish masses and distort their 
sense of what Kial Yisroel represents with 
spurious claims. To be sure, Hashem will 
not permit the success of their destruc
tive designs. But their venom is like a 
malignant growth: Distorting the image 
of the Jewish essence begins with the 
invasive presence of one or two noxious 
cells. They may seem insignificant, but 
they have the power to spread, to crip
ple and destroy. 

The host for this destructive force 
bears the name "Yisroel." Imagine: a 
malignant force operating under the 
name Yisroel, and destroying the true 
identity of Yisroel! 

Consider the implications of this 
phenomenon. After all, Hashem's pres
ence in the world rests in Kial Yisroel. 
Among us Jews, this was never ques
tioned, even though non-Jews have 
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fought it, hated it, and killed us in their 
denial of this relationship. To us, how
ever) there is no question as to where His 
Name dwells. Instead of acknowledg
ing" Venikdashti besoch Bnei Yisroel - I 
will be sanctified in the midst of the 
Children of Israel," the avowed secular
ists in Eretz Yisroel seek to distort the 
word Yisroel and misrepresent the 
essence of Yisroel. The Torah says, "Lo 
sechallelu - Do not be mechallel the 
Shem kadosh. Do not profane the holy 
Name!" Surely, there is no 1nore dev
astating churban, no greater ruination 
possible tban to disgrace the Shem 
kadosh of Yisroel to the point where Yis
roel no longer reflects "Venikdashti 
besoch Bnei Yisroel"! There is no chillul 
Hashem more profound. 

For the moment, this trend may 
merely seem to be a ruach, a Zeitgeist, 
a passing phenomenon, but this ruach 
has the power of begetting active pro
grams and spawning destructive 
actions. Moreover, it is unto itself a 
chillul Hashem, and it spreads, blinding 
the vision of people and impairing their 
judgment. And then, the increasing 
chutzpa of expressions of hatred can 
engender even worse actions. 

For us, then, the first task is to feel 
the crisis. We cannot be distant. If the 
media campaign will lead one taxi dri
ver in Bretz Yisroel to eventually view an 

ehrliche Yid as his enemy, that already 
constitutes a serious loss. What a chillul 
Hashem for the denigration of the 
term <c Yid," of the term" Yisroel"! 

A TIME TO GIVE VOICE TO OUR 
YEARNINGS 

0 
ur second assignment: there 
was a gathering of a quarter of 
a million Jews in Yerushalayim. 

In my lexicon, that was not a demon
stration. It was an extraordinary tefilla 
experience, giving expression to'( Hakol 
Kol Yaakov - The voice is the voice of 
Jacob:' We too must daven. 

Classic sefarim state that the ikar of 
tefilla - the ultimate form of prayer -
is Lema'an Shemo, for the sake of His 
Name. This may strike us as a calling 
directed at great people, addressing peo
ple of lofty spiritual dimension, not for 
simple folk like us. But today there is 
no room for such short-sightedness. 
Today, tefilla lema'an k'vod Shemo is not 
a lofty insight. Today, reality puts tefilla 
lema'an k'vod Shemo squarely in our 
focus. We live in an era when the world's 
perception of truth denigrates k'vod 
Shemo, and by the same token distorts 
the glorious meaning of Yisroel: truly a 
monumental chillul Hashem. 

Jews in Eretz Yisroel are suffering 
directly from this tarnishing of k'vod 

Shemo. It harms them personally in 
their daily lives. We in An1erica are not 
directly affected that way. But we are 
one. And the sense of chillul knows no 
bounds. We must therefore daven 
le1na'an k'vod Shemo: "Asei lema'an 
Shen1echa, Asei lema'an ye1ninecha, Asei 
len1a' an kedushasecha, Asei lema'an 
Torasecha. Act for the sake of Your 
Name ... for the sake of Your right 
Hand ... for the sake ofYour sanctity ... for 
the sake of Your Torah:' 

Indeed, Hashem wants us to daven. 
We must respond. And then, hopeful
ly, He in turn will respond to us. 
Lema' an k'vod Shemo. B 

JdlS. 
• MAXIMIZE YOUR CHILD'S PoTENTIAl 
• PRIVATE SESSIONS AvAJtABlE ON Au 

Gl?ADE LEVELS 1N HEBllEW AND Eml!SH 
• lEARNIN6 IN A FUN ATMOSPHERE 
• CtASSES GIVEN AFTEI? SCHOOl 
• SEPAl?ATE CtASSES FOR GIRLS & BOYS 

For More Information 
Call Mrs. Schonfeld 

(718) 3 76-5545 

C-Jor Graduates of Beth Jacob High Schools as well as for students who have completed a year in 
Eretz Yisroel, who are eager to further develop their full potential as Bnos Torah to acquire a 
deeper appreciation of Torah and Mitzvos, and to prepare for their future role as wives, mothers, 
teachers in an inspiring, congenial and cming setting. 

!!~.,~ ~.;~~! ,l,:~=~:!: ;,,2 =~~,~~!y • f 
• Dormitmy facilities 
• Ieachers diploma or general diploma LATE APPLICATIONS \1/ILL STlU. BE CONSlDERF.D 

• Modem computer application for the office environment 
For Information and Applications 

in conjunction with Cope Institute call (212) 568-6200 

• Transportation to and from Monsey and Queens 85_93 Bennw Ave., N.Y.C., NY 10033 ~-~·~S-tu_d_e_n_t-te_a_c-h1-·n_g_i_n_c_o_fl}_·u_n_c_ti-o-n-w-i-tl-1-M-e-tr-o-p-o-li-ta-11-a-r-e-a-s-cl-10-o-ls~~~~~~~~O-r-w-r-il-e-to~~~~~~~-'• RIKA BREUER TEACHER'S SEMINARY 

• Special course for High School teaching 
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PLEAS FOR DIVINE JUSTICE: JERUSALEM 

WHEN 
HALF-A-MILLION 

DAVENED 
E

ver wonder what it was like to 
stand with 600,000 Jews at Har 
Sinai? Ever wonder how the 

multitudes stood there k'ish echad be'lev 
echad - as one person with one heart? 
Ever wonder what it was like to stand in 
the courtyard of the Beis Hamikdash 
with several hundred thousand other 
Jews and sing praise to Hashem on Erev 
Pesach? Ever wonder what it looks like 
for hundreds of thousands of Jews to say 
Tehillim together with tears streaming 
down their cheeks, tears of joy at the 
exquisite feeling of closeness to our 
Father in Heaven, at the feeling of close
ness to fellow Jews, whether they were 
wearing a "beaver hat" or a kippa seru
ga, tears of spiritual exaltation, tears of 
pain for the Exile of the Shechina? 

The half a million Jews who davened 
together on Sunday, Fehruary 14, in 
absolute unity of heart and mind, who 
experienced the power of davening and 
talking to Hashem, "toch emunas am seg
ula - in the midst of the devoted ones 
of a unique people" - wonder no longer. 

Gathered together to daven in the 
largest tefilla assembly of Jews since we 
said Halle/ on the last Erev Pesach in the 
Beis Hamikdash, observant Jews of 
every background came to daven. 

10 

They did nothing else. 
They were all there. Old and young, 

men, women and children, Sephardi and 
Ashkenazi, Chassid and Litvak, Israeli, 
American, yeshiva bachur and Machane 
Yehuda stall-owner, Bais Yaakov student, 
cheder yin gel, baa/ teshuva, FFB, long caf
tan, short jacket, no jacket. 

They took literally the words of 
King David "Om dos hayu ragleinu 
beshaarayich Yerushalayim - Our feet 
stood still within your gates, 0 
Jerusalem ... shesham alu shevatim Shiv
tei Kah eidus le Yisroel lehodos Leshem 
Hashem- For there the tribes went up, 
tribes of the L-rd, up to the testimony 
for Israel, to give praise to Hashem." 

They experienced the rare joy, pow
erful emotion and overwhelming feel
ing of closeness to the Shechina that 
comes when a huge multitude is joined 
in tefilla and speaks directly to Him. 
"Bemak'heilos borchu Elokim memekor 
YisroeI" ( Tehillim 68). When we bless 
Hashem in such a huge congregation, we 
touch upon the very source of all that 
defines us as Jews. And when we touch 
that core and source, the emotions are 
potent and intense. 

By all accounts the high point came 
when half a million* sang -yes, sang 
together - the words of the Sephardic 
Selicha, "Adon Haselichos." The Selicha 
ends: "Malchei rachamim Shemecha, 
banu nikra Shemecha, Hashem asei 
lema'an Shemecha - Full of Mercy is 
Your Name, Your Name is called upon 
us, Hashem, act for Your Name's sake!" 

And then half a million Yidden -
even secular journalists covered their 
bare heads - joined heart and mind, 
and said Shema Yisroel. 

Together. 
As at Sinai. 

P
erhaps the recent setbacks for the 
Torah way of life in Israel were 
Hashem's way of asking us to call 

out to Him. He told us, "Jiashmi'eini 
es kolech- Let Me hear your voice" (see 
Shemos Rabba 21,5). It's not the Knes
set, nor the Courts. It's not the politi
cians, nor the media, that counts, 
Hashem told us. 

There is a reality here that we tend 
to forget every once in a while in the 
whirlwind oflife. That reality is that the 
world and our situation in it is depen
dent on one thing and one thing alone. 

On our relationship with Him. 
On Sunday, 28 Shevat, half a million 

of His children responded to His call. 
He surely will respond to our tefillos. 
He always has. 
And He always will. • 

EMK 

"CNN estimated the crowd at 600,000 
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T
he first inkling of the momen
tousness of this gathering came 
on Thursday, three days before 

the event itself. My cheder children 
brought home notes stating that on Sun
day, school would be dismissing early 
because of the gathering called at the 
behest of the gedolim. "The school is let
ting the kids out early?" I thought to 
myself. Reminiscent of the liturgy of the 
Ma Nishtana, I wondered, "Why is this 
demonstration different than all the 
other ones throughout the year?" 

Over Shabbos, we had plenty of time 
to discuss the reason for this gathering, 
its goal and purpose, how it would be 
conducted, the predictions for its atten
dance, and its ramifications for the 

Mrs. Brander, a regular columnist for the Eng
lish language Hamodia, lives in Jerusale1n. She 
was represented by"Honoring Reb Yaakov's Lega
cy" in JO, Feb. '99 

-----··-----
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Esther Brander 
PLEAS FOR DIVINE JUSTICE: JERUSALEM 

TOGETHER 
AS ONE. 

AN INDELIBLE 
IMPRESSION 

future. Yes, it certainly did sound dif
ferent than anything else we had ever 
heard of before. But was there a place 
for women and young children, strollers 
and all? Did we belong there, showing 
our solidarity? Or would it be best, and 
most practical, to daven for the success 
of the goals of the gathering in the pri
vacy of our own homes? 

Thus, the question of"to go or not 
to go" remained hanging in the air. 

S
unday morning dawned, bright, 
warm and sunny. Picking up the 
children early, l witnessed their 

excitement and sense of something 
extraordinary taking place. The older 
grades were attending the gathering as 
a group, together with their Rebbei'im. 
Busload upon busload, packed with peo
ple standing in every available space, 
passed by us on the way to the old cen
tral bus-station. A second glance showed 
that these weren't Jerusalem buses; they 
were buses from all over the country. 
Seemingly addressing me and my 
re1naining doubts, many carried signs 
stating" binareinu uvizkeineinu neileich 
lekadesh Shem Shamayim - With our 
elders and our youngsters we will go to 
bring about a Kiddush Hashem," (a part 
of which is a verse from Shemos l 0,9, 
whereupon Moshe Rabbeinu tells 
Pharaoh that the Jewish people will only 
leave Egypt in its entirety). There were 
the numerous private cars and mini-vans 
with entire families that looked differ
ent from us, some wearing knitted 
yarmulkes and carrying flags, others with 

distinct dark complexions, and still 
others from moshavim far away from the 
center of all the hubbub, stopping us to 
ask directions. All displayed the same 
sort of seriousness mixed with hope and 
expectation. 

And then came those walking by on 
foot, mothers and children of all sizes 
and ages, carrying their Tehillims in 
one hand, food and drinks for the lit
tle ones in the other, walking steadily 
ahead with purpose, with the sup
pressed and controlled excitement of 
being part of the momentousness of 
the occasion. 

"So Mommy, are we also going?" my 
cheder boys continued to beg. "Well," 
I began, thinking out loud,"! guess that 
if so many people came from so far 
away, I certainly can make the effort of 
a ten-minute walk. We'll stand at the 
edge and say Tehillim together, and 
then we'll leave. Okay?" 

* * * 
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A~oF HARfDIM 
DANCED, SANG, 
A~t> PM~I> lt.J 
J~RUSAL.f:M 

nd so we joined the 
crowds, which were 
ater estimated at over 

half a million people. The walk 
itself was inspiring; joining 
what seemed like a cacophony 
of people of all types and all 
stripes with one goal in mind. 
There were grandparents and 
grandchildren, black hats and 
tiny kippot, long black jackets 
and striped shirts, tightly 
bound tichels and long shaitels, 
but there was no division. 
"K'ish echad b'lev echad- Like 
one man with one heart," unit
ed in our common show of 
support for the supremacy of 
Torah. 

We stood at the edge of the 
crowd, directly on top of 

Dry Bones comment on the two gatherings in Jerusalem, Feb. 14 
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A SIMPLE Y.E.S. WILL DO 

Could you lend a sympathetic ear to 
someone in need? 

Can you make time to learn 
with someone? 

Could you take a new friend 
out for dinner? 

If you answered Y.E.S. to any of the above, please call: 

Big Brother I Big Sister 
Mentor Program of 

Project Y.E.S. 

718-375-3900 
Rabbi Y aakov Horowitz, Director 

You can make a difference in the life of a teen. 
Please join our growing group of 

volunteers and change someone's life. 

PROJECT Y.E.S. (Youth Enrichment Services) is a division of 
Agudath Israel of America Community Services, Inc. 

Rechov Shamgar, where one side of the 
street was obviously for men, the other 
for women. We all stood together, the 
children all sat together on the curb, 
and we passed around xeroxed papers, 
with the copy of the chapters of 
Tehillim and Avinu Malkeinu that were 
being recited over the loudspeaker. The 
long curly peyos of one child blended 
and meshed with the long bangs found 
on the next as they read from the paper 
together. Of course, they frequently 
glanced up to eye the helicopters zoom
ing up above our heads, or to 
unabashedly follow the sight of the 
ambulance that passed through the 
crowd in the middle. 

The loudspeaker may have been 
unclear and difficult to follow, as we 
were standing so far away, but the 
impact of the importance of the event 
was not lost. They saw the unity, they 
felt the concern and sensitivity put into 
the prayers and they understood. This 
was not a political event, where stick
ers and slogans are the call of the day, 
where everyone is of one type, where a 
different type can't find his place. 
Yonng as they are, they know of that 
already. This was an outpouring of 
emotion that came from the heart, from 
the place where we are all one and the 
same. This transcended any petty, or 
even lofty, personal or party agendas. Its 
entire purpose was to declare our alle
giance to the Torah and its Creator. A 
true lesson of" Yisroe/, the Torah and 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu are one." 

W
e went away with the feeling 
that this was a taste of what 
Maamad Har Sinai must 

have been like. It was a little inkling as 
to the impact of a hakheil. 

In such gatherings, yes, there was a 
definite place and need for the entire 
Kial, for all to declare as one, "Naaseh 
v'nishma." At such incredible events, 
the differences amongst men, women 
and children become insignificant, as 
everyone joins as one to reaffirm the 
supremacy of Torah and its laws. May 
its impression and impact remain with 
us and our children as an inspiration 
forever. • 
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Thoughts From Under an Umbrella 

Q
ueen Esther's historic call," Lech 
k'nos es kol Ha Yehudim - Go 
and gather all the Jews;' to 

convene a Tefilla Assembly, found 
echoes in the Atzeres Tefilla in Man
hattan's streets on the eve of Ta'anis 
Esther. 

And they came. Tens of thousands 
of Jews', making their way to join the 
crowd, shifting from foot to foot in the 
downpour, sharing umbrellas, grateful
ly accepting ponchos from a chessed 
brigade of volunteers, pouring forth 
their tefillos. 

Why did such a broad cross-section 
of Jews feel compelled to come? Why 
didn't inclement weather, i1npossib1e 
parking conditions, or busy Purim Eve 
schedules figure as "sorry, couldn't 
make it" excuses? 

And the teenagers. No question why 
they came; it was an afternoon off fro1n 
school. But why were they so intensely 
involved in the tefilla? 

The word was out. Hundreds of 
buses were coming from Lakewood, Bal
timore, and Philadelphia, from the 
Rockaways, Monsey, and Brooklyn. 
Some may have figured, it's worth 
coming just to be part of an extraordi
nary gathering, to participate in a once
in-a-lifetime experience. 

But most important, when Jews are 
in pain, other Jews feel the hurt. And 

1 The official NYPD estin1ate reported over 40,000 
participants. The organizers projected that 400 
buses brought in full loads of 50-pl us passengers 
each. To these 20,000, add dozens of crowded 
subway and inter-urban trains, and hundreds of 
packed cars, which would bring the total much 
higher. 
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our Gedolin1 are most sensitive to such 
pain, especially when it is on the 
neshama level. They issued a call to Jews 
to express their distress and their hope 
through tefilla. They urged them to 
co1ne. So they can1e. 

*** 

A
fter all is said and done, it was a 
Tefilla Assembly, and it was the 
tefilla experience that united the 

diverse crowd, that elevated the rain
soaked masses, that ultimately sent the 
fatigued, wind-blown crowd soaring 
home. 

And what a tefilla! They had come 
as individuals and in groups small and 
large. Then, merging under the spread 
of umbrellas, they became one large, 
embracing Kial, which lent the indi
vidual entreaties in the con1munal Min
cha so much urgency, coloring each 
Beracha in the Amida with cos1nic 
implications. 

This may well be, in part, what Anshei 
Knesses Hagedola2 had in n1ind when they 
wrote these words: 

• "You endow us graciously ... with 
wisdom, insight, and knowledge" - to 
enable us all to act intelligently and pro
ductively. 

• "Bring us back, our Father, to Your 
Torah" - then all of us - Chiloni, Charei
di, Masorati, Dati - will recognize the 
beauty of Torah life. 

2 The Men of the Great Assembly who designed 
the structure and authored the precise language 
of the Shcn1oneh Esrci, drawing on their incal
culably vast Torah knowledge, as well on the 
prophecy of some of its members 

The day of the gathering, 
there was a new reason not to 
attend - the stormy weather. 
In the morning, one was half. 
expecting to see announce
ments about its postpone· 
ment. 

As the windswept rains 
came pouringdown,onewon· 
dered, "What does all this 
mean?" 

I leave such interpreta· 
tions to those older and wiser 
than myself. But one thing is 
obvious ~ the ra'n\s increased 
the kiddush Hashem manifold. 
Who else b\Jt an observant 
Jew would have such com· 
n\itment to attend a prayer 
gathering on behalf of people 
on the other side of the 
ocean? 

Small wonder that my 
niece saw a policeman crying. 
Only a stone could not be 
moved by such heartfelt tefil· 
los. 

And since, as our Sages tell 
us, "In proportion to the dif
ficulty is the . reward:' then 
surely the rains increased the 
power of our prayers. 

And was not the easing up 
of the rain as the gathering 
began a sign of Divine pleasure 
with our efforts! 

TOVIA FR!ltDMAN 

(1EACHER IN A YESHIVA IN TIIE 

GREATER NEW YoRK AREA) 

1537 50th Street, 
Brooklyn, NY 11219 

(718) 854-2911 
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• "Behold, please, our affliction; 
take up our grievance)) - to take the edge 
off our desperation and render our 
protest unnecessary. 

• "Sound tne great shofar for our 
freedom ... and speedily gather us 
together" - yes, together, so that dif
ferences no longer exist, and we will be 
an Am Echad, all of us recognizing Your 
Divine sovereignty over our people, 
especially in our Land! 

• ((Restore our judges as in earlier 
times ... and speedily reign over us: You, 
Hashem, alone ... .'' 

• "Blessed are You, Hashem, Who 
breaks enemies" - those who threaten 
our lives, from without ... "and humbles 
wanton sinners" - from within; and 

For careful attention to your 
individual needs, call us today! 

(914) 354-8445 

then, from a perspective of humility 
before the Divine Judge, let our erring 
brothers and sisters shed their arrogance 
and recognize the overarching validity 
of Torah law. 

• "And to Jerusale1n, Your city, may 
You return in compassion, vesishkon 
besocha - may Your Divine Presence, 
the Shechina, be a palpable reality 
within it" - just as it was two weeks ago 
when hundreds of thousands of Jews 
crowded Jerusalem's streets to beg of 
You that our prayers be answered. 

• "Be gracious with us, answer us and 
hear our prayers ... Blessed are You ... 
Who blesses His People Israel with 
peace?' 

* '* 

T
he different streams within Torah 
Jewry, representing a pluralism of 
Old World and New World com

munities, accents and minhagim, were 
given individual voice, as exemplars of 
each took a turn at leading tefillos - the 
Sephardi Chacham's melodic supplica-

When it comes to mortgages for overseas investors, only the Bank of Jerusalem MORFOR'M mortgage fealUres all of the following: 
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"--- ·- ----'"--·-------- ---·--- ---·--~-·--~---------- ----·-----~~~-·-
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Custom-tailored loans with no additional collateral or guarantors; 
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A special personal service branch 
in the heart of Jerusalem's hotel district; 

Flexible payment terms and no prepayment penalties. 

Discover a private world of exclusive banking. 
Call for an appointment or visit our personal service branch at your convenience. 

BANK OF ERUSALEM "ii 
Ii 

sf (,;,ju/al .O/Jank 

BANK OF JERUSALEM LTD. INTERNATIONAL DIVISION 

18 KEREN HAYESOO STREET , JERUSALEM 92149 • P 972-2-6774777 f 972-2-

5671601 
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tion, the American-born Rosh Hayeshi
va's heartfelt entreaty, the Chassidic 
dayan's tearful plea, the Rebbe's sobbing 
requests - chapters from Tehillim, spe
cially selected Selichos, and Avinu 
Malkeinu: the prayer of forty-four pleas 
addressed to our caring Father and con
cerned Monarch - each expressed by the 
shaliach tzibburwith an individual tone, 
begging for health, for security, for 
closeness, for forgiveness ... invoking the 

merit of those martyred for His glory, 
yearning for a universal realization of the 
Paternal embrace, the Kingly deliverance. 

T
hus an ordinary Sunday beca1ne 
a fragment ofYom Kippur. Thus 
an avenue in the canyons of the 

capital of global commerce became 
transformed into holy turf. 

Thus a warm glow penetrated the 
gloom of a wind-blown, rain-swept day. 

Thus 40,000 Jews walked away from 
a tefilla session, with a sense of certain
ty. Certain that Hashem answered 
their entreaties? One can only hope so. 
Certain that we poured forth the deep
est yearnings of our hearts, as men1bers 
of an exalted people? For sure. 

And the experience left its mark. 
Even the rain-soaked Sidduri1n, soon 
dried, found their wrinkled pages 
embroidered with indelible crusts of 
salty tears and lustrous memories. • 
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Aneighbor of mine, a former res
ident of Washington Heights, a 

graduate ofY.U.,and currently a pro
fessional residing in Monsey, report· 
ed that after his umbrella flew away 
and broke, he was offered refuge 
under a large umbrella being held by 
a black-hatted Boro Parker. He 
looked around and saw he was only 
one of five under that same umbrel
la: a Sephardi Jew with a leather 
yarmulke, a bearded Chossid with a 
beaver hat and payas down to his 
shoulders, and a young man with a 
kipa seruga, all sharing one umbrel
la, all sharing one cause, all sharing 
one tefilla in the rain. 

YOSEF. C. GOLDING 

. . MoNSEY, NY 

lwitnessed first hand something at 
Sunday's Tefiffa Gathering that 

makes me believe that maybe we 
really are an Am Echad after all. 

I was standing near the tent 
together with some Chossidishe Yun
geleit, approximately one hour before 
the Atzeres Tefi//a was to begin, when 
four thoroughly soaked Jews walked 
over to us and asked if we know of 
a place nearby to get some kosher 
food. They were a family of ba'alei 
teshuva from Chicago who had just 
driven 18 hours in horrific weather 
to daven for AmYisroe/ together with 
acheihem BneiYisroef. I don't have to 
tell you that on Sunday there's no 
establishment within miles providing 
kosher food. 

All of a sudden, one of the Chas
sidim took out a cellular phone, called 
his friend in Bora Park who was on 
his way; and told him to pick up some 
food for some people that were just 
moser nefesh.to drive from Chicago. 
The look on the children's faces, and 
on their parents' for that matter, was 
worth everything. Here was a total 
stranger, and a Chossid to boot, want
ing to help four frozen ba'alei t.esh.u
va from the Midwest. 

The food arrived, the children ate, 
and I said, "Mi ke'amcha Yisroef goy · 
echad ba'aretz." 

CHAIMKUPERWASSER 

LAKEWOOD, NJ 
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VICTIMS OF AN IMPERIAL JUDICIARY 

I. A MOMENT OF SPIRITUAL POWER IN 
AN ONGOING BATTLE 

B
etween 250,000 to 350,000 men, 
women, and children, represent
ing a broad cross-section of 

Israel's religious population, gathered 28 
Shevat (February 14, 1999) for what was, 
according to all observers, the largest 
gathering of its kind in the history of the 
state. 1 For those present, the two-and
a-half hours of continuous prayer will 
rank as one of the most moving expe
riences of their lifetimes.2 

Our Sages speak of the special power 
of prayer amidst a multitude, and their 
words came powerfully to life that day, 
as Jews from many different back
grounds felt their connection to one 

J The Israeli press tended to use the lower figure 
in estimating the size of the crowd, 'vhile the fig
ure given in the foreign press was often signifi
cantly higher. CNN reported that there were 
600,000 at the prayer gathering. It is impossible 
to know which figure is more accurate, but the 
general bias of the Israeli press in such matters 
is well established. For instance, the press report
ed that there were 50,000 at the secular counter
den1onstration the same day in Gan Sacher. Even 
for soldout concerts, Gan Sacher does not hold 
more than 20,000 people, and aerial photographs 
of the event shov..-ed that the park was far from 
filled, with people moving about easily. 

2 A similar gathering two weeks later in New York 
City drew son1e 45,000 Jews, despite pelting rain. 
(See previous article.) 

Yonason Rosenblum, who lives in Jerusalem, is 
a contributing editor to The Jewish Observer. His 
most recent article in JO was "The Media Bat
tleground: Image Versus Essence,'' Feb. '99. 
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THE ISRAELI 
SUPREME COURT 
AGAINST 
DEMOCRACY 

another by virtue of the their connection 
to G-d. At the conclusion of the tejillos, 
people lingered to savor the experience 
a little bit longer and every place one 
looked, circles of dancers were forming. 

The prayer gathering passed entire
ly without incident, and many of the 
police present expressed their amaze
ment that such a huge crowd main
tained total decorum over a number of 
hours. Over a thousand police were pre
sent, in part to prevent altercations 
between those at the prayer gathering 
and the much smaller group at the near
by secular counter-demonstration in 
Sacher Parker. But as the two groups dis
persed, a number of spontaneous dis
cussions, most friendly, broke out 
between those who had been at the 
respective gatherings. Nothing more. 

The peacefulness of the day stood in 
stark contrast to the hysteria leading up 
to the prayer gathering. In the week pre
ceding the gathering, President Ezer 
Weizmann made every effort to cajole 
the organizers into calling it off in order, 
he said, "to prevent bloodshed:' The 
media was filled with breathless accounts 
of the danger to the life of Supreme 
Court President Aharon Barak and 
comparisons to the heated climate prior 
to the assassination ofYitzchak Rabin. 
From the press descriptions, one would 
have thought that the Supreme Court 
building was under threat of immediate 
attack by the Me' a She'arim air force. 

Israel's leading novelist A.B. Yehoshua 
charged that the prayer gathering was 

just the first step in a chareidi push to 
establish an Iran-style theocracy in 
Israel, and that chant was subsequently 
picked up by many of the country's lead
ing commentators and political figures. 
Complaints were filed with the police 
and the Attorney-General demanding 
that Rabbi Ovadia Yosef and his son 
Rabbi David Yosef be investigated for 
incitement against Supreme Court Pres
ident Aharon Barak. 

The print and electronic media were 
filled with descriptions of the chareidi 
threat to Israel democracy and one of 
its fundamental institutions. Anyone lis
tening to the news or reading the 
mainstream press would have been 
shocked to learn that the religious 
world had couched its indictment of the 
Supreme Court as an attempt to defend 
Israeli democracy from an overreaching 
judiciary. 

II. A SUPREME COURT ABOVE 
CRITICISM 

A
round the world, journalists tend 
to be iconoclasts, each looking for 
a different slant or seeking to dis

tinguish himself by going against the 
received wisdom on a particular subject. 
Not in Israel - at least not when it comes 
to defending the Supreme Court against 
criticisms from the religious population. 
The Israeli judicial system and the 
media remain the last bastions of what 
was once a leftwing hegemony over all 
the main power centers of society, 
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including the army, the Knesset, and the 
economic sphere (through the once 
dominant Histadrut), and the media 
views the protection of the judicial sys
te1n from criticism as one of its central 
missions. 

In the week leading up to the prayer 
gathering, one could never have learned 
from the media that the Supreme Court 
has, in fact, been the subject of the most 
strenuous criticism from a wide range 
of eminently mainline public figures for 
precisely the reason set forth by its reli
gious critics: its judicial activism is a 
threat to representative democracy. 
Those critics range from the late pres
ident Chaim Herzog to slain Prime Min
ister Yitzchak Rabin to former justices 
of the Supreme Court. 

One of Israel's leading attorneys, 
Chaim Herzog, wrote in his biography, 
"In a democracy, according to Barak, the 
courts are placed above the government. 
Jn my humble opinion, this approach 
endangers, in certain cases, the very basis 
of democracy." Professor "fzvi 1"za1ner
ret, himself appointed by Justice Barak 
to head a committee to address the issue 
of Shabbos road closings, has described 
"the unnecessary expansion of the 
Supreme Court's powers" as a threat to 
democracy. 3 

At a recent acade1nic conference on 
"The Image of the Judge in Israeli Soci
ety;' criticism of the Israeli judicial sys
tem, in general, and the Supreme Court, 
in particular, was frequently sharp. 
Professor Andre Marmour of Tel Aviv 
University termed the intervention of 
Chief Justice Barak in Knesset business 
"scandalous;' and Judge Eliyahu Vino
grad, former chief judge of the Tel Aviv 
District Court, admitted that "some 
judges have lost their sense of propor
tion and become dizzy with their own 
power:' 

Yet when sin1ilar criticisms are voiced 
by religious figures the typical response 
is cold fury and efforts to invoke the law 
to cut off further criticism. The nonstop 
attacks on religious critics of the Court 
in the weeks before and after the prayer 
3 See also, Rosenblum, "He Who Judges Too 
Much Judges Not At All," Jewish Observer, 
November 1996, pp. 6-7. 

• 
In no area does the problematic nature of the Israeli Supreme Court from the 

point of view of democratic theory hove greater implications than concerning 

issues of religion and stole. The glaring under-representation of religious 1uslices 

on the Court creoles a situation in which the values of religious Israelis are 

consistently under-valued by justices who ore themselves antagonistic or 

insensitive to those values. 
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gathering were a reprise of sin1ilar 
vituperation a little over two years ago 
after the religious press attacked Justice 
Barak for issuing an injunction against 
the Supervisor of Traffic)s decision to 
close Bar Ilan Street in Jerusalem to 
Shabbos traffic. 

At that time, Yated Ne'eman colum
nist Chaim Walder labelled Justice 
Barak a "dangerous enemy" of Judaism 
and democracy. But the thrust of his 
criticism was the antidemocratic nature 
of Barak's jurisprudence: 

He is stronger than any govern
ment. He overshadows the police, the 
legislature and also the executive. 
With one stroke) he can remove a min
ister from his post or deprive a party 
of the right to run in elections. 
Democracy has ended. The rule of the 
people has ended. 
A chareidi weekly similarly put the 

issue in terms of the judicial threat to 
democracy: 

[Barak] should be portrayed in his 
true arrogance, as a danger to the char
acter of Israeli democracy) as the 

threat to the citizen's power to decide 
for himself how his country should be 
run. We must take away, through 
[another J "judicial revolution:' the 
authority that is not his and was never 
granted him .... 
The reaction, as described by Evelyn 

Gordon, Israel's most astute legal com
mentator, was hysterical: 

Complaints were filed with the 
police against the papers and their edi
tors charging them with sedition, 
incitement and defamation of the 
court; there were calls in some quar~ 
ters for the papers' closure, while 
prominent politicians from almost 
every party vied to produce the most 
vicious castigation of the crime. 4 

Labor Party whip Elie Goldschmidt 
went so far as to introduce a bill crim-

4 Evelyn Gordon, "Is it Legitimate to Criticize the 
Supreme Court?" Azure, Winter 1998, p. SO. Gor
don's article is a must read for anyone interest
ed in the in1munization of the Supreme Court 
and its president to criticism. If Bill Clinton is 
the teflon president, Aharon Barak is the teflon 
chief justice. 

inalizing criticism of the Court even 
where no incitement or sedition is 
established. 

Yoe I Marcus, writing in Ma' a riv, 
accused the editorial writers of having 
taken out "a contract" on Aharon 
Barak's life. s 

For some reason) it never occurs to 
them that those epithets might be seen 
as a call to violence. Nor does the Attor
ney-General conduct extensive investi
gations when prominent secular jour
nalists savor fantasies of violence against 
chareidim in print or call for someone 
to throw the first stone in an intifada 
against the chareidim. 

When Beersheba Magistrates Court 
Judge Oded Alyagon likened chareidim 
to "huge lice,, in Justice Barak's presence, 
and rather than reprimanding him, )us-

s The charge of incitement is the favored tool 
of the Israeli Left for stifling critics. Curiously, 
those who are quick to charge that Justice Barak's 
life has been imperiled by charges of ".judicial 
i1nperialism" or of"being an enemy to the Jews" 
themselves frequently target Prime Minister 
Netanyahu with far choicer epithets, like "proto
fascist" or "murderer." 
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tice Barak con1plin1ented hin1 on his 
speech, the legitimacy of the courts and 
their neutrality was undern1ined far 
more than by any religious criticism. 

The Immaturity of Israeli Democracy 

C
ivility has long been a casualty of 
Israeli public discourse. But the 
solution does not lie in crimi

nalizing speech, except where it consti
tutes a "clear and present danger" com
parable to shouting fire in a crowded 
theater. Tolerance of a great deal of 
improper speech is the price democra
cies pay for robust public debate. And 
following that reasoning, Moshe Negbi, 
Israel Radio's legal commentator, and 
others demanded the closure of the 
papers, an extraordinary step in any 
den1ocracy. 

A similar reaction ensued three 
months later, when Dror Hoter-Yishai, 
head of the Israeli Bar Association, 
echoed many of the chareidi com
plaints in a long interview in Yated Ne' e
man and raised a number of his own 
about the administration of the 
Supreme Court. Once again Hoter
Yishai framed the issue in terms of the 
threat posed by judicial activism to 
democratic government. It is not the role 
of the judge, he insisted, "to do what
ever he wants and whatever seems 
proper, according to his view of what is 
proper and right:' Rather, said Hoter
Yishai, "the court should deal only with 
the law [as] determined by the legisla
ture." For bad laws, he noted, the pub
lic has a remedy voting in new repre
sentatives. But for judges with lifetime 
tenure, whose sense of justice does not 
comport with that of the broader pub
lic, no such recourse exists. 

Hoter-Yishai was promptly subject
ed to a torrent of abuse, with demands 
for his ouster from his leadership of the 
Israeli Bar Association by a wide vari
etyof"good government" groups. With
in a week of publication of his interview, 
an indictment was filed against Hoter
Yishai on a longstalled charge of income 
tax evasion. (His subsequent conviction 
was thrown out on appeal as baseless.) 

Israel's inability to entertain a seri-

ous debate on judicial activism reflects 
the immaturity of Israeli democracy. 
The criticisms hurled at the Court by the 
religious public are, if anything, mild 
compared to those directed at the U.S. 
Supreme Court in the aftermath of Roe 
v. Wade, which struck down state 
statutes banning abortion. 

imacy. Writing in the san1e symposium, 
Robert Bork, a former chief judge of the 
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals and Yale 
Law School professor, described the 
majority of the Supreme Court as "out
laws," acting without legal warrant, 
and "robed masters" against whom 
there is no recourse, no means of 
resisting, no altering of their ukases. In a 1996 symposium in the conser

vative journal First Issues, Richard John 
Neuhaus, the editor of the journal 
went so far as to question whether judi
cial imperialism had turned America 
into an oligarchy lacking political legit-

Bork advocated removing from the 
courts the power of judicial review of 
legislation altogether. Another law pro
fessor went so far as to call for a mas
sive campaign of civil disobedience. 
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• Though First Issues was roundly 
condemned, even in conservative circles, 
for having called into question the very 
legitimacy of the American government, 
the only practical consequences were the 
resignations of two members of the edi
torial board and many angry letters to 
the editors. No one threatened the 
magazine with closure or other sanc
tions. 

In the long run, there is no point in standing by and bemoaning 

each new edict of the Court as it comes down. What is 

necessary is to find legislative allies who appreciate the 

challenge the Barak Court poses to traditional democratic theory, 

and who will join in formulating legislative rules to rein in the 

Court's judicial imperialism. 
The contrast to the responses to 

cbareidi critiques of the Court in Israel 
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• 
could hardly have been starker. It is hard 
to escape Evelyn Gordon's summation 
of the prevailing situation in Israel: "In 
the name of democracy, moral and legal 
censure [i]s advocated to crush debate 
on an issue essential to the maintenance 
of democratic society" the allocation of 
power between the various branches of 
government. 

III. THE SEARCH FOR ALLIES 

s is often the case, the way the 
religious community presented 
ts case in the recent confronta-

tion with the Court did not serve its 
cause. While much of that reaction can 
only be explained by a deepseated ani
mus towards the religious community, 
nevertheless chareidi spokesmen, self
appointed and otherwise, played into the 
hands of their critics. By condemning 
justices as "Sabbath desecrators" and the 
like, religious spokesmen effectively 
ensured that their case would gain no 
hearing among those who are them
selves Sabbath desecrators. Moreover, 
they lent credence to the charge that the 
ultimate goal of the chareidi world is the 
establishment of a theocracy by seem
ing to imply that only those who are 
halachically observant are fit to hold 
public office. 

Secondly, many of the religious 
spokesmen tended to focus exclusively 
on a series of recent decisions of the 
Supreme Court, in explaining the 
planned prayer gathering. Thus foreign 
reporters gained the impression that the 
prayer vigil had been called primarily 
because the Supreme Court had ordered 
Reform and Conservative representa-
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tives seated on the local religious coun
cils or because the Supreme Court has 
ordered the Knesset to formulate a new 
policy of army deferments for yeshiva 
students. 

v\lhat neither the public nor the press 
received was an articulate discussion of 
how far removed the Supreme Court's 
judicial philosophy is from traditional 
understandings of representative 
democracy. Within that framework, 
the case against the Court's handling of 
many issues touching on the vital inter
ests of the religious community could 
have been made far more effectively. 
By failing to make their case on demo
cratic grounds, the religious communi
ty made it easier to portray the prayer 
vigil as an improper attempt to pressure 
the c:ourt on particular issues, as 
opposed to a challenge to a particular 
judicial philosophy. 

Again it was left to the ever-perspi
cacious Evelyn Gordon to explain the 
error in this approach in the Jerusalem 
Post. 

In the past, the chareidim have cor
rectly pointed out that the Court's 
judicial activism has wide-ranging 
implications for democracy, which go 
far beyond its impact on church-state 
issues. Last week, however, chareidi 
leaders dropped all mention of this 
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problem, choosing to focus solely on 
what they consider the Court's anti
Orthodox bent. 
In the long run, there is no point in 

standing by and bemoaning each new 
edict of the Court as it comes down. 
What is necessary is to find legislative 
allies who appreciate the challenge the 
Barak Court poses to traditional demo
cratic theory, and who will join in for
mulating legislative rules to rein in the 
Court's judicial imperialism. But to win 
such allies, we must first enunciate as 
clearly as possible the threat posed to 
democracy by the Court. 

IV. RULE OF THE JUDGE, 
NOTTHERULEOFLAW 

The present Israeli Supreme Court 
is generally recognized to be the 
most activist Court in the world. 

There is virtually no issue of national 
significance that does not reach the 
Supreme Court and usually sooner 
rather than later.' As Gordon has put 
it, "no govern1nent action is too polit-

6 l)ue to a holdover from British Mandatory Law, 
the Supre1ne C.ourt, sitting as the High Court of 
Justice, has original jurisdiction over aJn1ost every 
citizen complaint about the action of any gov
ernmentaJ official or body. Vl!hen it considers such 
complaints, the Court is the court of both first 
and last resort. 

. . . 
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ical, too controversial or too trivial to 
escape the [Court's] vigilant eye." 

"No Supreme Court in the world has 
taken upon itself such powers as the 
Israeli Supreme Court," says Hebrew 
University Professor Ruth Gavison. 
Though as a director of the Association 
for Civil Rights in lsrael, she is sympa
thetic to many of the Court's substan
tive results) she questions the authori
ty of the Court to remake society in its 
own image: 

The judges of the Supreme Court 
represent a particular segment of the 
Court: secular, Ashkenazi men. It is not 
clear why all Israeli society must Jive 
according to [the Court's] dictates. 
The judicial activism of the Barak 

Court is a direct outgrowth of Barak's 
philosophy. The linchpin of that phi
losophy is the view that "every human 
behavior is subject to a legal norm. 
There is no act to which the law does not 
apply. 07 

A number of corollaries follow in 
Barak's mind from his premise of the 
law's ubiquity. The first is that there are 
few areas outside the purview of the 
judicial system since it is the duty of the 
judge to clarify the relevant legal norms. 

7 "The following discussion draws upon an arti
cle by Hillel Neuer entitled "Aharon Barak's Rev
olution," Azure, Winter 1998, pp.1349. 
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"Where there is no judge, there is no 
law;' he writes. Most famously, Barak has 
asserted that the Supreme Court even 
has the authority to evaluate the deploy
ment of troops in wartime. 

Barak's second corollary is that the 
more cases decided by judges, the better, 
since judges are uniquely qualified to 
determine legal norms, and the greater 
awareness of those norms the better. Thus 
the Israeli Supreme Court under Barak 
has developed, according to Professor 
Irwin Kotler of McGill University, the 
most liberal rules of standing (who may 
bring a suit) and justiciability (what kind 
of suits may be beard) of any parlia
mentary democracy in the world. 

The only limitation on the Barakian 
judge is the requirement to give effect to 
the policy embodied in laws enacted by 
the legislature. But where the policy is 
unclear or there is no explicit law, the 
Barakian judge is pretty much free to do 
as he pleases. For a legal norm always 
exists, and it is the job of the judge to say 
what it is. 
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• 
The only limitation on the Barakian judge 1s the 

I requirement to give effect to the policy embodied 1n laws 

enacted by the legislature. But where the policy is unclear or 

there is no explicit law, the Barakian judge is pretty much 

free to do as he pleases. For a legal norm always exists, 

and it is the job of the judge to say what it 1s. 

Barak thus rejects much of classic 
separation-of-powers doctrine. Tradi
tionally, the making and execution of pol
icy has been consigned to the elected 
branches of the government because they 
are more representative of the values of 
society at large. Within the legislature, the 
principle of majority rule governs so long 
as legislation does not run counter to one 
of the fundamental societal values 
embodied in a constitution. 

• 
Judicial review, which allows courts to 

strike down legislation or overrule gov
ernment decisions, lives in inherent ten
sion with the majoritarian bias of rep
resentative democracies. As a 
consequence, argued Alexander Bickel, 
widely considered the most profound of 
modern American constitutional schol
ars, courts must preserve their democ
ratic legitimacy by practicing certain "pas
sive virtues." Chief among those passive 
virtues are the recognition that certain 
issues are too inherently political for the 
judiciary and that courts should stay their 
hand where they lack sufficient statuto
ry guidance to enunciate any legal norm. 

Barak will have none of this. For him, 
democracy is not primarily a process of 
majority lawmaking, but a set of rights 
- many of them not explicitly enumer
ated and presumably to be ferreted out 
by judges. Thus the inherent tension in 
democratic theory between majority 
rule and judicial rule-making barely exists 
in his mind. 

Barak has derisively referred to Knes
set legislation designed to overrule 
Supreme Court decisions as "democra
cy by-pass laws. Yet, from the point of 
view of classic democratic theory, there 
could be nothing more unexceptional 
than the legislature clarifying its intent 
when it feels it has been misunderstood 
by the courts, or enacting a new legal rule 
when it disagrees with one established by 
the courts. But because Barak identifies 
democracy with his own particular 
social vision, legislation enacted in 
response to particular Court decisions 
strikes him as antidemocratic. 
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Barak: Contemptuous of the Knesset 

N
ot surprisingly, Barak is openly 
contemptuous of the capabili
ties of the Knesset, and his writ

ing is laced with deep skepticism about 
the honesty and rationality of both the 
executive and legislative branches.8 

The difference between Justices Lan
dau and Barak is that in Landau's viev.r 
only discriminatory legislation by the 
majority violates "de1nocratic values," 
whereas Barak views democratic values 
as infringed any tin1c the lawn1aker or 
executive does son1ething that offends 
his sense of propriety. For him the pre
eminent role of the Court is protecting 
citizens against infringements of their 
rights by the government. 

The Barak Court's liberal rules of 
standing and justiciability facilitate its 
ability to supervise the other branches, 
and have turned it into a super-legisla
ture. 1'hose rules have n1ade it easier for 
citizens to challenge governn1ental deci
sions in Israel than anywhere else in the 
world.' 

Thus Justice Barak foisted upon the 
executive branch a check on its discre
tion nowhere hinted to in statute. Peti
tioners need not show that they have 
been particularly affected by a govern-
111ent decision to bring suit, but only that 

8 "One has a strong suspicion based on reality 
that in its haste to attain shorttenn political goals, 
the legislature will harn1 fundan1ental democratic 
values," he vvrites in Judicial Discretion. Retired 
Suprcn1e Q)lui President Moshe Landau took sharp 
exception to Barak\ characteriz.ation, 1naintaining 
that he could not think of a single piece of !eg
islat ion ever enacted by the Knesset that could 
be described as oppression of the 1ninority. More 
frequently, he opined, the political n1inority sees 
judicial review as the n1eans of overturning the 
decision of the n1ajorit y. 

9 Ainazingly, the one party that n1ay not be able 
to secure a hearing on the legality of its actions 
is the gnvernn1ent itself. In a 1993 ruling, Justice 
Barak concluded that where the J\ttorncy
General refuses to defond the governn1ent's posi
tion in the Supreinc Court, his refusal is bind
ing on the governn1cnt. Thus the 
Attorney-General, who is often an appointee of 
the previous governincnt, has the forn1<ll author
ity to veto decisions of the executive, at his sole 
discretion, and without the possibility of appeal. 
Sec Evelyn Gordon, "I--Iow the Govcrnincnt's 
Attorney Bcc<Jn1c It's General," Azure, Sumn1er 
1998, pp. 75-116. 
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the matter is one of public interest. Nor 
will the Barak Court be deterred by the 
inherently political nature of a question 
or the lack of any traditional legal mate
rials to guide the judges in their efforts 
to enunciate a legal norm. 

Refusing to recognize the elected 
branches as uniquely suited to policy
making, Barak has plunged the Supreme 
Court into areas usually reserved for the 
other branches. The province of the 
courts has been traditionally confined 
to the specific case in front of them, with 
policy-making on a society-wide basis 
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left to the legislative and executive 
branches. But the Barak Court fre
quently acts in a quasi-legislative capac
ity. 

In the course of a recent hearing on 
a petition to require the Minister of the 
Interior to register as Jewish adopted 
children converted by Conservative 
clergymen, Barak ordered the govern
ment attorney to prepare a response on 
whether the Court should institute the 
Ne' eman proposal by judicial fiat. 10 

Until then, it had been assumed that the 
Ne' eman proposal, which touches on the 
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entire issue of conversion in Israel, 
required legislative enactment. 

The Bar Ilan dispute is another clas
sic example of the Court engaging in 
explicitly policy-making functions. 
Barak refused to limit himself to the nar
row issue presented in the Bar Ilan case 
itself: Was the Supervisor of Traffic's 
decision to close a two-block strip of Bar 
Ilan on Shabbos beyond the pale of rea
son or not? 11 Instead, Barak appointed 
a commission to examine the issue of 
Shabbos, road closings in all its ramifi
cations on a country-wide basis. 

The Subjective Norm For Judicial Decision 

I
nsist as he will that there exists a legal 
norm to govern every human 
action, when it gets down to the 

nitty-gritty of determining that norm, 
the Barakian judge often has little to 
guide him other than his own sense of 
what is fair and just. A petition last year 
by the makers of a documentary TV 
show celebrating the lifestyles of four 
teenage homosexuals is a case in point. 
Petitioners sought to force the Minister 
of Educaiion to air the documentary on 
educational TV, and the Court ruled 
unanimously in their favor . 

In his extremely brief opinion for the 
Court, Justice Yaakov Kedmi cited not 
one statute or precedent. Nor could he 
have." The opinion consisted of noth
ing more than an unsupported assertion 

10 The Ne'eman proposal calls for the establish
ment of conversion institutes to be run jointly 
by representatives of the Reform, Conservative, 
and Orthodox movements. After completing a 
course in one of the institutes, candidates for con
version would be converted by an "Orthodox" 
beis din. The proposal has been summarily reject
ed by all the leading Gedolei Torah of Eretz Yis
roel, and was never enacted by the Knesset Jus
tice Barak effectively foisted upon the executive 
branch a check on its discretion nowhere hint-
ed to in statute. 
l l The issue required the Supervisor of Traffic 
to balance the interests of residents of adjacent 
buildings in a quiet Shabbos and those of secu
lar motorists in an expeditious route. It is hard 
to imagine any objective standard to determine 
the relative weight to be given to these two inter
ests. But Justice Barak apparently found one when 
he issued an injunction against the Supervisor 
of Traffic's closure of the road. 
12 Justice Barak sat on the panel that ruled unan
imously in favor of petitioners. 
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that the documentary would do no 
harm and might even advance tolerance. 
And thus was the justices' view of what 
would be a "good idea" transformed into 
a legal mandate. 

Such rulings, as fonner Justice Men
achern Elon trenchantly put it, consti
tute not the rule of law but the rule of 
the judge. Certainly the Court was not 
announcing a neutral legal rule that all 
societal groups - or at least disfavored 
ones - are entitled to pron1ote their 
lifestyles on public broadcasting. (No 
court in the world has recognized such 
a right.) Consider, for instance, \vhat the 
Court's response would have been to a 
sin1ilar petition by four chareidi 
teenagers who wanted to discuss their 
lifestyles on educational TV. 

Rule of the judge, under Justice 
Barak, often resembles nothing so 1nuch 
as a mid-eastern potentate sitting under 
a pahn tree ad1ninistering rough justice 
according to his own lights. Despite his 
insistence that a legal rule always exists, 
he frequently tries to force the parties 
to accept Court-engineered con1pro
rnises that will obviate the need for spec
ifying the legal rule. Thus, after three 
minutes of a recent hearing on the sta
tus of adoptees converted by the Con
servative movement) Barak unveiled a 
proposed con1promise: Register the 
child on the Israeli identity card as Jew 
by nationality and leave his religion 
blank in the population registry of the 
Interior Ministry. 

Though Barak claims that a legal 
standard exists to deter1nine every 
issue, usually that standard is nothing 
more than what seems reasonable to the 
justices. Governn1ent decisions) lacking 
all reasonability are declared to be 
inherently illegal. But reasonability is not 
so n1uch a standard) as a state1nent of 
the conclusion in a particular case. Rea
sonability exists in the eyes of the 
beholder, and the test does little more 
than serve as a cover for judges substi
tuting their own value and policy pref
erences for those of government officials. 

In 1993, for instance, the Court 
intruded into the previously recognized 
prerogatives of the executive branch 
when it ruled that the Prime Minister 
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must dismiss a cabinet minister under 
criminal indictment. As a matter of 
policy, there might be much to be said 
for such a rule, but nothiug on the 
Israeli statute books required it. And 
juxtaposed against the policy interest 
in maintaining public confidence in 
the government, u there is the minis
ter's entitle1nent to a presumption of 
innocence. 

Certainly, the governn1ent's position 
see1ned far from unreasonable three 
years later when Yaakov Ne' eman \¥as 
forced to resign as Justice Minister, after 
being charged with the filing a false affi
davit. The trial judge subsequently rep
rimanded the state's attorney for bring
ing such a weak case, but by that time 
Mr. Ne'eman had lost the justice n1in
istry for good. 

l.l In a de1nocracy, there is a price to be paid for 
retaining a corrupt 1ninister: loss of popular sup
port in the next elections and a possible no-con
fidence n1otion in parliainent. 

The (~ourt's recent ruling on the 
draft deferment for yeshiva students is 
another example of how the Court uses 
the "reasonability" standard to enact its 
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policy preferences. Despite having 
found in 1986, that the Defense Min
ister's grant of a blanket deferment for 
yeshiva students was not inherently 
unreasonable, Barak reversed his posi
tion twelve years later. 

Yet the only difference that he could 
point to between 1986 and 1998 was that 
yeshiva deferments had gone from 
5.4% to 8% of the annual draft cohort. 14 

It would be hard to imagine a flimsier 
basis for determining that the Defense 
Minister's exercise of the authority 
conferred upon him by statute was 
beyond the bounds of reason. 

Indeed the Defense Minister's deci
sion is, if anything, more easily justified 
today than twelve years ago. What jus
tice Barak failed to note was that a far 
smaller percentage of draft -age youth are 
inducted than previously- only 55% at 
present - partly because the military has 
a substantial problem of "grey unem
ployment" of inductees for whom it has 
no real use. 

Over the last ten years, n1anpower 
costs, as a percentage of the military 
budget, have leaped from 26% to 47%. 
And this at a time when the Israel 
Defense Forces must develop costly new 
weapons systems to counter the poten
tial nuclear and biochemical threats 
posed by Iran, Iraq, and Syria, and pre
pare for fighting a war with Arab forces 
(i.e., the Palestinians) which would be 
extremely close to the major population 
centers. The last thing the IDF wants or 
needs at present is the expense of 
accommodating the special needs of tens 
of thousands of yeshiva students. 

The only real difference between the 
present and twelve years ago was that 
twelve years ago justice Barak had not 
yet conditioned Israeli society to accept
ing the Court as the final voice on the 
most crucial societal conflicts twelve 
years ago. 15 

14 Justice Barak's opinion for the Court also con
tained a number of sociological observations 
about the negative i1npact of the deferment on 
the chareidi population, but no serious observ~ 
er believed that such policy considerations 
1notivated the Court's decision or that they 
should have. 
15 Evelyn Gordon, "A Threat to Democracy," 
}erusalern Post, December 15, 1998. Gordon 
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V. UNCHECKED AND 
UNREPRESENTATIVE 

I
sraelis, as a rule, are curiously obliv
ious to the in1portance of institu
tional structures, and blithely 

unaware of how anomalous the Israeli 
Supreme Court position is compared to 
the supre1nc courts of other democra
cies around the world. Israel's Supreme 
Court is by virtue of the number of gov
ernn1ent decisions it reviews the most 
influential Court in the world. At the 
same time, the Court's power is subject 
to fewer democratic checks than any 
other Supre1ne Court in the world. 

Finally, the President of the Court 
enjoys powers conferred on aln1ost no 
other chief justice. Unlike the United 
States, where the full Supreme C'"°urt hears 
argu1nents in every case, or European 
countries, where the Court panels are 
selected by lot, President Aharon Barak 
can choose the specific panel that hears 
any petition to the O)urt. Given his dom
inance of the Court and his intimate 
knowledge of the thought of all his col
leagues, the power to select the panels is 
also the po\ver to determine the results 
in most cases. 

The independence of the judiciary is 
one of the cornerstones of all stable 
democratic systen1s. That independence, 
ho\vever, is not inconsistent with exten
sive input from the executive and leg
islative branches into the selection of 
judges. 16 Given the potential for judges 
to substitute their own values for those 
of the populace, that input from the elect
ed branches (or in some jurisdictions 
directly from the voters themselves) 
serves as a useful reminder to judges that 
the determination of society's funda
mental values is primarily for the leg
islative and executive branches, which are 
deemed better able to reflect the values 
of the population at large. 

points out that the Knesset is well <nvare of the 
Defense Minister's policy, which dates back to the 
founding of the state. The Knesset has consis
tently rejected bills to override the exen1ption -
three tin1cs in the past year alone. 
16 In 1nany An1erican states, judges arc elected, 
the ultin1ate den1ocratic check. 
17 A nine-n1en1ber co1nmittee selects new jus
tices. It consists of Justice Barak and two other 
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Thus in the United States, the presi
dent proposes candidates for the Feder
al bench and those candidates must be 
approved by the Senate. In European 
countries, too, there is extensive input 
from the legislature and executive branch-

es in the selection of judges. Only in Israel 
is there virtually no input from the exec
utive and legislative branches in the selec
tion of new justices to the Court.17 

In fact, Justice Barak ahnost co1n
pletely controls the selection of new jus-
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tices at present. The media often speaks 
of his "candidates," and he is known to 
offer positions on the Court to his choic
es. This procedure only heightens his 
power, as new justices know that they 
owe their positions to his patronage. 
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It is also a Court that is remarkably unrep
resentative of the population at large. 

Of the fourteen permanent 
appointees on the Court, only one is reli
gious. By way of contrast, over 20% of 
the population is religious and anoth
er 30% describes itself as traditional. In 
a country in which over 50% of the pop
ulation is of Middle Eastern origin, not 
one justice is. 18 

Even within the legal community, the 
justices represent an extremely narrow 
segment. Many members come to the 
Court directly from the State Attorney's 
or from the groves of academia with lit
tle prior experience on the bench or in 
private practice. Professor llli Saltzburg
er of Haifa University recently com
pleted a study of the justices, which 
showed a remarkable uniformity oflife 
experiences. Nine of the justices were 
born within three years of each other, 
and all but one in the same decade. 
Every one of them graduated from the 
Hebrew University. 

And a large majority of the justices 
have never pursued any academic 
studies outside of the law. Professor 
Saltzburger termed the uniformity of 
the Court dangerous. Having never 
known anything outside the law, and 
often only in a theoretical academic 
setting, the justices are particularly sus
ceptible to justice Barak's vision of a 
world "filled with law," in which judges 
are the proper guides for society. " 

The highly unrepresentative nature 
of the Israeli Supreme Court is made 
more problematic by the Court's 
intrusion into every area of funda
mental value conflict in society. A 
Court whose members are all drawn 
from an extremely narrow band of 
society is ill-equipped to resolve these 
funda1nental value questions.20 

sitting justices, two members of the Bar Asso
ciation, two members of the Knesset law con1-
1nittee, and the Minister of Justice and one 
other cabinet member. Thus five out of nine 
positions on the committee are held by non
elected officials. At present, there is no coun
terbalance to Justice Barak on the selection 
committee. Justice Minister Tzachi Hanegbi is 
a cipher, who in his eagerness to shed his ear
lier hooligan image, is easily 1nanipulated by 
Justice Barak. 
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Of course, the unrepresentative 
nature of the Court is of little moment 
for Justice Barak. In his view) as we 
have seen, there is no preference that 
fundamental value decisions be made 
by representative bodies like the leg
islature. 

And indeed) when it comes to spec
ifying the standards that should guide 
a judge when statutory material is 
absent or n1inin1al, Justice Barak does 
not say that the judge should look for 
some kind of social consensus. Instead, 
he adopts an explicitly elitist standard. 
The judge, he writes, must be "faith
ful to the views of the enlightened pop
ulation in whose midst he dwells." Who 
is that enlightened population? Legis
lators, fellow judges, lawyers and law 
professors, Barak tells us. The enlight
ened public is for him but a "part of 
the general public" - that part "reflect
ing the com1nunity whose values are 
universal," which is "enlightened and 
progressive," and part of the "family of 
nations." 21 

Justice Barak's description of the 
"enlightened public" reads like a self
description of the typical Meretz party 
member or IJa'Aretz reader. Even such 
a frequent petitioner to the Court as 
Meretz MK Dede Zucker22 was moved 
to com1nent on this standard: "It is 
hard to i1nagine a more disgusting 
expression than 'the enlightened pub
lic: Is the Supreme Court ours that we 
will teach the lower orders proper 
Western values?" 

Justice Barak's jurisprudence 
encourages a Supreme Court which 
could hardly be less representative of 
society as a whole and which follows 

l8 In an off-the-record 111eeting with the press 
in late 1997, Justice Barak opined that in the 
early days of the state, standards had been 
diluted to include a Sephardi justice. Because 
of his dose relationship with the press, the 
remark was aln1ost unreported. 

19Globcs,Jan.8,1999,p. 72. 

20 In other countries, such as Germany, the con
stitutional court is largely constituted of judges 
who bave previously been associated witb var· 
ious political parties, to ensure that a wide cross
section of views is represented on the panel. 

21 Neuer, op cit., p. 33. 
22 Zucker was eliminated from the Meretz list 

because he was not radical enough. 
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an explicitly elitist vision, to enter into 
every major value conflict plaguing 
society. It's as if Meretz was given nine 
seats (out of fifteen) on the Supreme 
Court to match its nine seats (out of 
120) in the Knesset." No wonder that 

Meretz, in the words of journalist Ben
Dror Ye1nini) "loves to run to the Court 
to bypass the Knesset, and has suc
ceeded in creating the impression that 
the Court is a branch of a particular 
political grouping." 
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VI. THE IMPLICATIONS FOR ISSUES 
OF STATE AND RELIGION 

I
n no area does the problematic 
nature of the Israeli Supreme Court 
from the point of view of democ

ratic theory have greater implications 
than concerning issues of religion and 
state. The glaring under-representation 
of religious justices on the Court cre
ates a situation in which the values of 
religious Israelis are consistently 
undervalued by justices who are them
selves antagonistic or insensitive to 
those values. Former justice 1'zvi Tal 
commented two days before the mas
sive prayer gathering in Jerusalem that 
the present Court has plenty of room 
for a" cheshbon nefesh" as to whether it 
has completely cut itself off from the 
tradition of the Jewish people. 

When he describes the "enlightened 
population" whose views are to guide 
the judge, Justice Barak specifically 
refers to a co1nmunity that is "neither 
Jewish nor non-Jewish." He seems to 
envision something like the American 

Secular view of C/wreidi "power" 

separation of state and religion, or what 
has come to be called in post-Zionist 
parlance a ('state of its citizens" as 
opposed to a Jewish state. 

Yet that vision is explicitly contra
dicted by the Israeli Declaration of Inde
pendence and all the country's Basic 
Laws, which describe Israel as a "Jew
ish and democratic state." David Ben
Gurion and the other founders viewed 
the creation of Israel as the fulfillment 
of a 2,000 year-old Jewish dream, and 
desired to give the State enough of a 
Jewish character to place it within the 

continuity of Jewish history. 
Furthermore, they recognized Jew

ish identity as the glue that would hold 
society together and provide the social 
cohesive for a nation of immigrants 
from over 100 lands. To preserve a sin
gle Jewish identity, they placed all issues 
of personal status under the supervi
sion of the Chief Rabbinate. 

To be sure, the founders did not 
intend a halachic state, but at the same 
time they intended that the state would 
make room for the expression of such 
traditional Jewish values as Shabbos and 
kashrus. 

Justice Barak has consistently tried 
to minimize the import of the Basic 
Laws' description of Israel as a "Jewish" 
state to avoid exploring the ways in 
which a Jewish state will inevitably dif
fer from a nonsectarian country such 
as the United States. Thus in a famous 
1992 speech at Haifa University, Barak 
argued that any conflicts between 
Israel's status as a Jewish and as a demo
cratic state should be resolved by 
defining "Jewish" at such a level of 
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abstraction that it becomes synony
mous with "democratic.""The values of 
the State of Israel as a Jewish state are 
those universal values con1mon to 
n1embers of dernocratic society;' he 
concluded. 

In response, then-Justice Menachen1 
Elon noted the implausibility of inter
preting the term Jewish, which appears 
first in the Basic Laws and Declaration 
of Independence as a mere synonyn1 for 
the term den1ocratic, which appears 
afterwards. But the fact remains that 
while Barak enjoys quoting the widest 
possible array of sources on the nature 
of democracy, his volu1ninous writings 
are aln1ost devoid of reference to Jew
ish sources. 

Indeed, because Barak defines 
den1ocracy in terms of a particular 
vision of rights, not as a process of rule
making by a representative legislature, 
govern1nent actions predicated on 
specifically Jewish values occupy a 
disfavored position in his jurispru
dence. Thus in a case involving a 
longstanding adn1inistrative ban on the 
importation of non-kosher rneat into 
Israel, Barak struck down the ban on 
the grounds that Israel is a democra
cy and not a theocracy. 

Philosopher Yuval Steinmetz point
ed out the paradox that according to 
Barak the importation of non-kosher 
meat would be struck down because it 
is "theocratic;' but a ban on whale 1neat 
due to ecological sensitivities would be 
sustained; a ban on Shabbos driving on 
Bar Uan street is unreasonable because 
it takes into account religious sensi
tivities, but the closure of Dizengoff 
Circle in Tel Aviv to Shahhos traffic for 
comn1ercial reasons is fine. 

Perhaps no case better illustrates the 
Barak Court's lack of any sense of its 
own limitations, as well as its complete 
alienation from all Jewish values, than 
a petition currently before the Court by 

23 Even if petitioners had only sought to in1pose 
certain regulations on bris 111ilah on the grounds 
that it is a 1nedical procedure, the Court's fail
ure to disn1iss the case out of hand would have 
been in1proper. The regulation of health proce
dures is properly one for the legislature and the 
Health Ministry. 

a group of anti-circumcision crusaders 
seeking to ban bris mi/ah in Israel. 
Though the Court regularly shows 
itself capable of dismissing petitions it 
considers frivolous without hearings, it 
did not do so in this case. 23 

Thus nearly 4,000 years after bris 
'nilah beca1ne the first 1nitzva given to 
the Jewish people, and after tens of 
thousands of Jews had given their lives 
for this n1itzva over the centuries, its 
legality is now a proper subject of judi-
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cial inquiry in the Jewish state. Will the 
Court next turn its consideration to 
whether kosher slaughter is humane or 
not, and thereby provide grist for the 
mill of all those EEC members who 
have previously urged an outright ban 
on shechita? 

The Court and the Eroding Status-Quo 

Justice Barak almost completely controls the 

selection of new iustices at present. The media 

often speaks of his "candidates," and he is 

I
n recent years, Israel has witnessed 
a significant erosion of the fifty-year
old status quo agreement governing 

religion and state in Israel. Some of that 
erosion has been the direct result of deci
sions by the Supreme Court24, and much 
of the rest a consequence of attitudes 
which the Supreme Court has played a 

known to offer positions on the Court to his 

choices. This procedure only heightens his power, 

as new iustices know that they owe their positions 

to his patronage. 

n1ajor role in introducing into the soci
ety at large. Chief among these is the 
Court's view of democracy as embody
ing a certain set of rights. 

The Court's focus on "rights," rather 
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than on Israel's character as a Jewish 
state, has n1ade it easier for the Con
servative and Reform move1nent to pre
sent themselves as a beleaguered minor
ity in an ongoing civil rights campaign. 
And that is precisely how the Court has 
treated such issues as mixed minyanim 
at the Kotel and the recognition of het
erodox conversions. The justices have 
paid scant attention to the impact of 
granting these rights to the heterodox 
movements on the "Jewish" character of 
the State. 

There is one group, however, upon 
whom the significance of these rulings 
has not been lost: the left-wing Meretz 
party. Meretz and the heterodox move
ments have entered into an unholy 
alliance, in which the heterodox serve as 
Meretz's trojan horse. For the Meretz 
knows that a state in which there are three 
equally valid taste choices of "Judaism;' 
and in which all those who are classified 
as Jews by the State can no longer marry 
one another, is a state in which Judaism 
is no longer the official religion. 

That is reason enough for us to 
devote a great deal of ongoing attention 
to the Court. II 

,, The Court's Dece1nber, l 999, decision that the 
Minister of Defense has no legal authority to con
tinue issuing blanket draft deferments to charei
di youth, struck directly at the heart of the charei
di world: its yeshiva system. 
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Recent months have brought a 
series of court. rulings in Israel 
through which. the State's judicial 
branch has injected itself i.nto the 
arenas of public policy and religion 
- arenas that b)' law and practice 
have heretofore been reserved for, 
respectively, the Knesset (Israel's 
democratically elected legislative 
body)and the Rabbanut (Israel's offi
cially recognized religious authority). 
In so doing, the Israeli courts have 
undermined the State's longstanding 
11religious status quo", the modus 
vivendi established at Israel's found
ing to allow it to accommodate the 
needs of its observant and non
observant citizens while maintaining 
its identity as a distinctively Jewish 
State. 

As Jewish American attorneys and 
academics, we view these develop-

sure the legality of existing laws and 
practices, are engaged in judicial 
activism of a most divisive and poten
tially destructive nature. 

We affirm that deferential respect 
for tradition.and historical precedent 
is an essenti.al component of enlight
ened jurisprudence - and v.te are 
concerned that the Israeli courts, 
apparently guided by the judges' own 
conceptions of what the Supreme 
Court's Chief Justice has termed "the 
views of the enlightened population" 
(Aharon Barak.judicial Discretion, at 
126, .131 ), are blithely sweeping 
aside practices and values that are 
deeply woven. into .the social fabric 
of the Jewish .State. 

We affirm that secular courts do 
not have the competence, nor 
should they have the authority, to 
decide religious matters - and we 

Judicial Activism At 
Its Most Injudicious: 
American Attorneys Comment 

on Recent Developments in Israel 

ments with. dismay. We recognize, 
of course, that there are important 
differences between the legal and 
political systems of the Unite.d 
States and Israel, and that it is not 
always appropriate to apply the 
lessons of one democratic society to 
anothe~ Nonetheless, we maintain 
that certain basic features of our 
American jurisprudence are funda
mental to the very notion of demo
cratic government, and thus appro
priately serve as standards by which 
to measure the health of any democ
racy. 

Thus, we affirm the centrality of 
judicial restraint in a democratic sys
tem ofgovemmental checks and bal
ances - and we are concerned that 
the Israeli courts, widlout even a for' 
mat constitution by which to mea• 
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concerned that the Israeli courts are 
seeking to substitute their judgment 
for the judgment of the Chief Rab
binate on issues that are primarily 
religious in nature and of central 
importance to the Jewish character 
of Israel. 

The current tensions in Israel 
have been depicted by some as a 
struggle between the forces of fun
damentalism on the one side and 
democracy on the other. We take 
issuewith this portrayal~ for when 
the judicial arm of government pur
sues an activist public policy agenda 
that tramples upon the territory of 
social traditio.n. and intrudes upon 
the domain of religious faith, it acts 
in ways that are profoundly anti· 
democratic. 
(followed by over 200 signatures) 
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Rabbi Yaakov Shlomo Weinberg 

THEWORKOFMYHANDS 
To Sing Or Not to Sing? 

T
he Gemora (Megilla !Ob) 
declares, "G-d is not happy with 
the downfall of the wicked:' In 

fact, at the time of Kriyas Yam Suf-the 
Splitting of the Sea-"the administer
ing angels wished to sing shira (a song 
of praise), and Hashem told them 'the 
work of My Hands is drowning in the 
sea, and you wish to say shira!"' 

The Jewish people (B'nei Yisroel), 
however, did sing shira- the pre-emi
nent "Oz yoshir." The question there
fore presents itself: Why were the Jews 
allowed to sing shira - a song of praise 
that in fact is incorporated into our daily 
order of prayer - whereas the 
Malachi1n, the angels, were not? The 
Chida in his sefer Midbar Kedemos (Let
ter Shin, #18) cites an answer from the 
com1nentaries to the effect that those 
who are rescued from danger indeed do 
say shira, even when others have lost 
their lives. The Malachi1n1 however, were 
a third party, not directly effected; 
since the Egyptians were drowning, the 
Malachi1n could not sing shira.I 

THE WHEN OF SHIRA 

0 
ne 1night suggest that the case 
for the prohibition against the 
Malachim's saying shira is the 

very reason for B11ei Yisroel to sing shira. 
In brief, comn1cntaries2 say that one 
sings shira when one achieves fulfilln1ent 
of one's essential and intrinsic purpose, 
one's defining mission. When Yaakov 

Rabbi Weinberg, a n111sniach of Yeshiva Ner Yis
rod, lives in Baltin1ore. He writes a weekly Torah 
colun1n (Hebrew) for the "Chiz11k Torah" pub
lication. He and his wife arc the origin;1tors of 
the Dov Dov series. His article, "Chanuk..ih and 
'The Little Je\v,"' was featured in JO Dec. '97. 
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Why were the Jews 

allowed to sing shiro 
- a song of praise that in 

fact is incorporated into our 

daily order of prayer -

whereas the Molochim, the 

angels, were not2 

II 
emerged victorious after wrestling with 
the Malach,3 the Malach told him, 
"Release 1ne, for the dawn has risen. I 
n1ust sing shira!" 1'he Getnora4 elabo
rates:" From the day I vvas created I was 
not able to recite shira, until now." Why 
could he not sing until then? Chazal' 
tell us that this Malach was the Sar, the 
Guardian Angel ofEisav, as it were) and 
embodied the national essence ofEisav. 
The tachlis - the ultimate purpose -
of Eisav is to be subservient to Yaakov, 
either in a positive \.vay, wherein their 
combined essence \.vould son1ehow 
blendr., or in a negative manner where 
they would be at cross-purposes and 
clash, with Eisav capitulating to Yaakov. 
Therefore, when the Sar of Eisav was 
overcome by Yaakov, it was the fulfill-
1nent of his purpose and his ti1ne to 
finally say sh ira.7 

FIVE DOLLARS, ANYONE! 

A
fter Kriyas Ylmz Suf, Bnei Yisroel 
said shira, telling us that they had 
achieved a degree of fulfillment. 

What exactly was achieved? 
If someone is short five dollars, he 

undoubtedly has many friends to whom 
he can turn to borrow it. V\!hat if he 

needs $500 - or $5,000, $50,000, 
$500,000 - and yes, let's think big -
$5,000,000? He will find that the num
ber of friends that respond is inversely 
proportionate to the amount that he 
needs - even assun1ing that the peo
ple he approaches have that kind of 
money. Why? Because the larger the 
sum he needs, the more it hurts the 
other person to part with it. So much 
so, that as he approaches the higher 
amounts, he cannot hope to attain the 
money except from a parent) a very 
devoted uncle, or an extremely close 
friend. The more it hurts, the closer the 
relationship between the lender and the 
borrower 1nust be. 

THE "DON'T" BEGETS A "DO" 

I
n order to completely save B'nci Yis
roel, G-d drowns the Egyptians. 
Does this show a level of closeness 

NOTICE 
The following is the text of article VI of the 
Beth Medrash Govoha, Lakewood, N.J. by· 
laws, which are currently in full force and 
effect, and are carried out In practice.-

ARTICLE VI 
Beth Medrash Govoha shall maintain a 
nondiscriminatory admissions JX>licy and 
shall at all times be in compliance with 
applicable federal, state and local regu· 
lations in regard to admissions, accom~ 
modations, educational opportunity,stu
dent aid policies and employment. 
Qualified men of the Jewish faith are admit· 
led to Beth Medrash Govoha and are uni· 
formly accorded all rights, privileges 
and benefits, without regard to race, color, 
national or ethnic origin. 
Beth Medrash Govoha shall maintain a pol· 
ity of Equal Opportunity in Employment. 
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of Hakadosh Baruch Hu to the Jews? 
One might be tempted to say: No. So 
He drowned many thousands of Egyp
tians. He created them and He destroyed 
them, and tomorrow, if He wants more 
Egyptians, He can create more. Why 
should He care? ... Lehavdil, like a child 
who builds his house of blocks, knocks 
them down, and builds again. There
fore, no deep love as such was shown to 
Bnei Yisroel.. .. So one might think. 

apparent that (kaveyochel- as it were) 
the loss of the Egyptian lives was very 
painful to Him. They are the work of 
His Hands, and He is indeed not happy 
over their loss - it is, as it were, the giv
ing of the $5,000,000, which only a tat
teh - a father - would give for the 
benefit of his precious children. For the 
sake of His deep and boundless love for 
them, He is willing kaveyochel to "suf
fer pain" and destroy those who oppress 
them. The Jewish People have now been 
shown that there, indeed, exists an essen
tial and intrinsic relationship between 

Now, however, that G-d makes it 
known through His interdict against the 
Malachirn saying shira, it is strikingly 
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Hakadosh Baruch Hu and them, as a 
father to a child8• It is now time to sing 
shira. From the "don't" of shira regard
ing the Malachim, indicating a vast sense 
of loss, we have been shown the "do" of 
shira for ourselves. Without the "don't;' 
we would not be aware of the "do." 

SOME QUESTIONS 

The above commentary can stand 
on its own, as is. There are, how
ever, some troubling questions 

regarding the above Chazal. With the 
concept of "the work of My Hands," 
Chazal are telling us that because of the 
punishment suffered by the Egyptians, 
even though they were our oppressors, 
Hashem's joy is not complete. The 
Malachim did not sing shira and we do 
not recite the complete Halle! for most 
of Pesach. In other words, there was a 
flaw in the scenario. The question is that 
the future redemption, which will be 
complete and without flaw, will also 
entail the punishment of those who have 
oppressed us.9 It is the theme of"She
foch cha mas' cha" of the Seder night, of 
"Av Harachamim" before Musaf on 
Shabbos, and mentioned in "Avinu 
Malkeinu." According to the Yerushal
rni-Pesachim (10:1 ), it is one of the rea
sons behind the four kosos. 

And so it must be. For if there is a 
Judge and judgment in the world, then 
the Hitlers and the Chmielnitzkies of 
history and their various cohorts must 
one day be held accountable for their 
terrible crimes. This is not a flaw, but 
an essential imperative. Yet they are also 
the "work of My Hands." How can the 
two concepts be reconciled? 

ON THE DAY OF LAUGHTER 

( ( It is prohibited for a person to 
fill his mouth with laughter in 
this world, as it says 'Oz yimalei 

s' chok penu - then [at that time] will 
our mouths be filled with laughter.' 
Then, but not now" (Berachos 3la).IO 
But not on this day- in the world as we 
know it now - for currently there is no 
fullness of laughter, there is no com
pletion, and judgment is held in 
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abeyance. The Gemora ( Gittin 56b) 
states that on "this day;' today, G-d sees 
the blasphemies, the cruelties, the 
destruction, but appears not to react. 
The Gemora brings the pasuk: "Mi 
kamocha ba'eilim Hashem - Who is 
like You amongst the mighty, Hashem," 
and interprets the word "ba' eilim" as 
being related to elame - mute. "Who 
is like You among the mute ones, that 
You see and remain mute (in refraining 
from enacting judgment)?" 

It is a time of savlanus, of patience. 
It is for this reason that even in the times 
of previous Ge'ulos, of redemptions, the 
redemption was not complete. There
fore, shira regarding the Ge'ula from 
Egypt is called a Shira Chadasha, in the 
feminine 11 • When we speak about the 
future redemption, however, we say Shir 
Chadash - in the masculine12 • 

In the metaphoric sense of masculine 
and feminine-just as the male is gen
erally physically stronger in power- the 
future redemption will be strong and 
assertive, in stark contrast to previous 
ones. It will be final. 13 

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE 

I
n the future, however,14 "Yosheiv 
baShamayim yis'chak (He Who sits 
in Heaven will laugh ... ) Oz yedaber 

eileimo b'apo (Then the Mute One will 
speak in anger ... ).""Oz-then," in the 
future, it will be a time of judgment, 
a time of a different world order. 

In examining "Oz Yoshir" once 
more, we now see two different con
notations. One is a shir in response 
to Kriyas Yam Suf It is not necessar
ily a feminine shira, since it is not only 
a shir of redemption, with other 
exiles yet to come; it also embraces the 
miracles of the Splitting of the Sea, 
which was a display of Hashem's 
power for all time. And it displayed 
His tremendous love for us, as men
tioned earlier. Nevertheless, it also 
speaks of galus - exile. The pasuk 
"Mi chamocha ba'eilim,'' which was 
interpreted as ba'ilmim - the mute 
ones - is from "Oz yoshir." At the 
same time, it speaks of the ultimate 
future redemption, as well: "Oz yoshir 

-then will they sing." In fact, Chaz
al (Sanhedrin 91 b) quote this pasuk as 
a reference to techiyas hameisim -
the resurrection of the dead. Oz yoshir 
- then will those who will be 
restored to life sing. 
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IN CONCLUSION -A TIME ... AND A 
TIME 

0 
ur original question was: Why 
is the punishment of the Egyp
tians considered a flaw - a 

destruction of the "work of My Hands" 
- when G-d, as it were, is not happy, 
whereas in the future, punishments will 
be meted out and it is not viewed as a 
flaw, but a completion, a time of laugh
ter? 

One may add another Gemora1s into 
the equation: It will be "difficult" for 
Hashem to bring Moshiach because 
"these are My handiwork and those are 
My handiwork. How can I destroy those 
for the sake of these?" We may respond 
to this question by stating that the cru
cial factor is man's capacity to rise above 
doubt and temptation, and choose 

truth. As long as there is bechira (free
dom of choice) - that is, before Moshi
ach comesl6- G-d is "troubled" by the 
destruction of those who have potential 
to do teshuva and attain eternal life. With 
the advent of Moshiach, however, the 
wor1d must come to its completion, its 
fulfillment: it is a time of joy and laugh
ter." The books must therefore be bal
anced for the world to realize that yesh 
din ve'yesh Dayan - there is equitable 
judgment and there is a fair judge. The 
Inquisitions, the pogroms, the holo
causts, and all else must be accounted 
for. All wrongs must be made right. 

As the Gemora in Avoda Zora (ibid) 
states, "Hayom la'asosam u'lemachar lek
abel s'charam." It is today- now, in the 
world as we know it today (before 
Moshiach comes)-to do, to act, to per
form mitzvos, and tomorrow (after 
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Moshiach comes) to receive the reward. 
After Moshiach comes it will be too late 
"to do." The world at that time will be 
full of"summer soldiers:' It is the "win
ter soldiers," however, who have toiled 
through the cold, ice and mud, who 
receive the ribbons. 

( ( There is a time to cry and a 
time to langh; a time to 
mourn and a time to dance" 

(Kohelles 3,4). B 

1 See Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim 490:4 that 
on Chol Ha111o'ed and the last days of Pesach we 
only say "half lfallel." See Mishna Berura 7 op 
cit, that the reason for the shortening of the Hal
le! is because of the demise of "the work of My 
Hands." See, however, Eruchin lOa-b for a dif
ferent reason. 
2 See Maharal, Gevuros Hashe111 ch.68. See also 
Michtav Me'Eliyahu III p.152. 
3 Bereishis 32,25-30; see Rashi. 
4 See Chulin 91 b 
5 Bereishis Rabba 77:3 
6 See Ohr Gedalyahu, Parshas Toldos 
7 See Michtav Me'Eliyahu ibid, who explains the 
Gemora in a slightly different manner . 

1:1 As the S'fas E111es on the TC.rah (chelek 3 on 
Pesach, p. 101) states: ''At their reden1ption from 
Egypt, the Jews became servants of G-d .... and 
at Kriyas Ya1n Sufthey were elevated to the bechi
na (status) of children, as it says 'Who brought 
His children through the split parts of the Yan1 
Suf" 
9 See for example Devariin 32,39-43; Ovadia:, Isa
iah 63,1-6. 
10 For a fuller discussion of the various aspects 
of laughter relating here, see the author's article 
JO Mar '97. See Avoda Zara 3b. G-d does not 
laugh except on "that" day - the day of "Oz." 
See however Maharsha, op.cit:. "Yasheiv 
u'mechakeh." 
11 See the Pesach Haggada: "Lefichach anachnu" 
l2 See the Beracha at the Seder, "Asher ge'alanu." 
13 See Rabbi Y. Hutner 7"~ in the Pachad Yitzchak 
Purim ch.5 for the difference between now 
(hayon1) and the future (l'machar). 
14 See Tehilli1n 2,4:5. 
is See Sanhedrin 98b 
16 Shabbos IS lb and Succos 52a 
17 Regarding the renewal of the nations in the 
future, see Rabbi Y. Hutner 7"::n in Pac had Yitzchak 
on Purim, beginning of the first Ma'an1ar, that 
except for Amalek, all the nations will experience 
a renewal. See also Rabbeinu B'Chaya (Shemos 
17,16): "Every nation in the world will have a 
share in Hakadosh Baruch lfu except for Amaleik 
and Eisav." See also Shiurei Da'as by Rabbi Yosef 
Yehuda Leib Bloch 7 .. ~ Vol.I, p.90 quoting the 
sefer "Sha'arei Orah" in a similar vein. See also 
Tzefanya 3,9 and Zecharya 11,9. 
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SHEMIRAS SHABBDS: 

THE: HALACHOTH OF 
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CHILDRE:N 

BY RAV YEHOSHUA Y. NEUWIRTH 

When should a parent begin to teach his 
children Torah? At what age should children start to pray? 
Does a little boy have to eat his meals in the Sukkah? May 
children eat before hearing kiddush? 
These ... along with many other relevant questions are addressed in this 
clear, practical, and easy-to-use guide to the laws of educating 
children. Includes the original Hebrew text with English translation on 
Facing pages, together with extensive Hebrew footnotes. 

THE HALACHOTH Of EDUCATING CHILDREN: 

'J\&w in One Vo{ume 

Halachos 
of Pesach 

BY RABBI SHIMON EIDER 

I 
Ciear, concise. and very 

comprehensive, THE HALACHOS Of PESACH will 

carefully guide you through all the pertinent 

halachos and customs relating to the entire month of 

Nissan, Pesach, and the seder night. 





SECOND 
LOOKS 

M
y wife and I have been married 
:i"v:i for nineteen years now, 
and we have gone to our par

ents every Pesach since then. 'fwo years 
ago, however, we began seriously con
templating remaining at home for the 
Sedorim. We had several logistical rea
sons for doing so. We had an infant and 
found the thought ofleaving home hor
rifying. Our teenage children have 
nothing to do during the long Yorn Tov 
afternoons at my parents' home. We find 
the packing and shleppingto be so much 
more work than preparing the house for 
Pesach. 

The overriding considerations, how
ever, were emotional ones. Our eldest 
son was sixteen years old at the time, and 
we would have liked to have him spend 
Pesach at our Seder table before the time 
comes when, b'ezras Hashem, his time 
would not be exclusively ours. Being 
home for Pesach is one of the tl1ings that 
transform a house into a home. Addi
tionally, after having spent three weeks 
preparing my talrnidirn with divrei 
Torah and hashkafa, I found it very frus
trating to be able to impart only a tiny 
fraction of that to my own children on 
this special night. Indeed, in years past, 
my children were disappointed at not 
being able to share the entire contents 
of their brimming notebooks with us. 
Within the framework of our extended 
family, this level of attention is simply 
impossible. 

My wife, ever practical, told me to just 
make up my mind that we would go and 
avoid the agony of the entire decision-

Rabbi Horowitz, director of Project Y.E.S. and 
nwnahel of Yeshiva l)archei Noam in Monsey, NY, 
was last represented in these pages with "Basic 
Training;' June, '98. 
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Yakov Horowitz 

~t Ytar [/u,???? 
making process. "We'll end up going 
anyway;' she said. With a good-natured 
smile, she insisted - with tongue in 
cheek - on one concession. "I just don't 
want to hear your mother telling her 
friends how her daughter-in-law comes 
to her for a vacation." 

I had made up my mind, however. J 
called my parents and respectfully 
informed them of our decision. My 
father was quite cerebral about this mat
ter. In fact, I think he agreed with my 
conclusion. My n1other's reaction was an 
entirely different matter. She was very 
understanding, but obviously disap
pointed as well. I pleaded with them to 
come to us for the Sedorirn, as most of 
my friends' parents do. Not a chance. 
Truth be told, as much as she was enjoy
ing the fact that we had reached this 
stage of our lives, it was perhaps a rite 
of passage - albeit a bittersweet one -
for her and my father as well. She gave 
her blessings to our decision. She even 
offered to send us most of the food for 
Yorn Tov. Nonetheless, I hung up the 
telephone with a distinct sense of 
uneasiness. 

I tried to recall all the halachos of kib
bud av va'eim. Ma'achilo, mashkeihu, 
malbisho (the obligation incumbent 
on a child to feed and clothe one's par
ents - should they be in need of these 
services). There. No mention about 
going to your parents for Yorn Tov. 
Besides, I would be doing my mother a 
favor. In all likelihood, next year, she 
would come to our house, or one of my 
siblings' homes for Pesach and avoid all 
of the back-breaking work. And it's not 
like my parents will be alone for Yorn Tov 
- two of my siblings were going to their 
home for Pesach. 

Some Unanswered Questions 

W
e had a beautiful Yorn Tov 
that year. My wife and I 
thoroughly enjoyed every 

aspect of our first Pesach at home. Some 
nagging questions, however, just would 
not completely go away. Was I choos
ing form over substance? More divrei 
Torah over the essence of kibbud av 
va 'eim? What is the unspoken message 
that I am sending to my children? We 
are staying ho1ne this year because it is 
too difficult (-but for whom?). Per
haps we are foregoing the greatest pos
sible chinuch message of all (and who 
knows, maybe it's good for my children 
to witness their father being repri
manded for going outdoors without 
wearing a sweater). 

The poignant words of Reb Yosef 
Chaim Sonnenfeld ?··~r come to mind. 
When asked by a secular newspaper 
reporter how he could possibly expect 
all the Jews of the Diaspora to come 
and settle in Bretz Yisroe~ he replied that 
when married children come back to 
their mother's home for Yorn Tov, 
somehow there is always enough space 
to accommodate them all. 

Two Years Later 

T
wo years have passed, and I still 
do not have an acceptable 
answer to these tough questions. 

So I guess that my mind is made 
up, at least for this year. We will go 
to my parents' house for Yorn Tov and 
treasure every minute of our time 
there. 

Well, at least my wife will get a 
vacation. • 
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CHILDREN WITif PVSHKAS: Two SIDES OF THE COIN Eliyahu Mayer 

''MX\SQN l MY DAUGHTER, THE SCHNO.RRER" 

"There they are. They /ust spotted me. 
It's too late to turn around or go the other 
way. Now they're approaching me. Anoth
er few seconds and I'll be surrounded. Looks 
like there's no escape. Here they come!'' 

A
re these the last minute thoughts 
of a soon-to-be victim of a street 
gang? A pack of hungry wolves? 

A band of Moslem fundamentalists? 
No, not at all. These are the private 
apprehensions of a sidewalk pedestrian 
being ambushed by a dozen yeshiva boys 
and Bais Yaakov girls armed with 
pushkas and receipt books. 

Nowadays, you hardly need a calen
dar to know when Yorn Tov is coming. 
All you have to do is check the local 
street corner after school hours. If you 
see a band of eager children waving 
receipt books in people's faces, you know 
Yam 10v is approaching. In fact, we've 
come to take this phenomenon so 
much for granted that some people 
wouldn't even dare venture out of their 
homes in the pre-Yorn Tov season with
out filling their pockets or purses with 
a few dollars worth of change. 

But do we even stop and think 
whether this development is really wel
comed and whether or not it enhances 
our children's chinuch? What is the pur
pose of recruiting this army of collec
tors? Who really benefits, and what are 
the consequences? After careful con-

Eliy;h~ Maye;-;~- a New Y~-~k based ;-riter. Hi~
"What Counts During Sefira" appeared in JO 
May '96. 
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sideration, as well as consultation with 
Rabbanifn, what follows is one man's 
point of view, which just may be shared 
by others. 

VALUE OF TZEDDAKA 

S
ome argue that these tzeddaka 
campaigns teach the children to 
appreciate the importance of tzed

daka. I question whether that goal is 
ever met. In fact, I even question 
whether the children learn anything 
about tzeddaka at all. 

Let's eavesdrop on typical sidewalk 
conversation: 

"I think you need to collect $50.00 to get 
the walkie-talkie set. That's what I really 
want." 

"Oh, I got that set after last year's tzed
daka drive. It broke in a week. They give 
such junky prizes for Keren Hachessed 
Fund. I'm just going to collect $10.00 so I 
can get the key chain. That for sure won't 
break." 

"Yeah. Maybe I shouldn't work so hard 
collecting for Keren Hachessed either." 

"I'm saving my hard work for the 
Aniyei lrcha drive They give out really cool 
stuff, and you don't have to collect as much 
money for top prizes as you do for Keren 
Hachessed!" 

Yes, children do learn from these tzed
daka campaigns. But they seem to learn 
more about which organizations give 
out the best prizes than they do about 
the importance of tzeddaka. 

SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY 

S
ome proponents of using yeshiva 
and Bais Yaakov students as vol
unteers argue that children 

acquire a sense of responsibility 
through their participation in these 
tzeddaka campaigns. The children see 
themselves as sharing the community 
obligation to support the poor and 
needy. Even though these students have 
little or no money of their own, they can 
still contribute to these worthy organi
zations by collecting money from oth
ers. 

But do these tzeddaka campaigns 
really encourage responsibility? Let's 
eavesdrop on another conversation, this 
time in the school corridor. 

"When is the last day?" 
"[think Moreh said all the money's gotta 

be in by Friday." 
"[ don't think I'll make it." 
"Waddaya mean? All ya gotta do is 

bring whatever ya have by Friday." 
"But I don't know where it is. I know 

I put it away at home in a safe place. I /ust 
can't remember where I put it." 

"Why don't you ask your parents to help 
you look for it?" 

"I'm afraid they'll yell at me. I lost some 
of the money I collected once before, and 
my parents said I better not let it happen 
again." 

This conversation may be hypothet
ical, but the circumstances are not. Any
one who organizes tzeddaka campaigns 
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in elementary schools will admit that 
some of the money collected in every 
drive is lost, misplaced or forgotten. It 
may not be a large percentage, but it 
does occur with disturbing frequency. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

True, some yeshivas may counter, 
the students may not gain that 
much from these tzeddaka drives, 

but they do represent a significant sup
plement to the budget of the yeshiva and 
other charities. We simply cannot 
afford to eliminate any source of fund
ing, no matter how small. And even if 
we could have considered eliminating 
the campaign last year, this year's finan
cial crisis makes it impossible! 

So now the truth comes out. We are 
turning our children into fund-raisers 
to help supplement the tuition. Since 
we are unwilling to tolerate further 
increases in tuition, we are willing to tol
erate the conscription of our children 
into the ranks of fund-raisers for their 

own yeshivas. Is that what we want for 
our children? 

"Hey, what's all the fuss?" some readers 
may wonder. What's so terrible about kids 
going around with pushkas and receipt 
books for a few weeks a year? So what if 
they don't learn responsibility or tzeddaka 
values until years later? They're havingfun 
and the yeshivos and other worthy causes 
make a few extra dollars. What could be 
wrong with that?" 

Plenty. Let's take a look at what these 
fund-raising campaigns really teach 
our children. For each item on this list, 
many principals give fiery warnings to 
their students not to succumb to such 
behavior, which could tarnish the rep
utation of the school. In spite of these 
severe and well-intentioned appeals for 
proper middos prior to the campaign, 
just take a look around on your street 
corner or inside your shul to see how 
effective these warnings really are to pre
vent the following: 

• Disregard for tefilla. A shul or beis 
midrash is 1neant to be a place pri1nar-

Pertectina vour 1maoe 
IS our Bottom Line 
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ily for davening or learning. During a 
tzeddaka campaign, the local shuls are 
transformed into collection centers for 
our junior fund-raisers. They will 
often disregard not only their own tefil
los, but those of others as well, while 
they make the rounds. This one jin
gles the change in his pushka, sound
ing more like a Purim groger. That one 
waves receipt books disrespectfully in 
the faces of men, some of whom are 
still standing Shemoneh Esrei. Still 
another collector combines both tech
niques .... 

• Aggressiveness training. I always 
used to think aidelkeit (refinement) 
was a universal Torah value. One day 
the menahel of my son's yeshiva said, 
in reference to my son, "You really 
should try to toughen him up." (He 
was responding to the impact excessive 
use of corporal punishment of other 
boys in the yeshiva was having on my 
son.) The following year I registered 
my son in a different yeshiva because 
I still believe aidelkeit is a Torah value, 
albeit not a universally recognized one. 

Perhaps in Disneyland or in some 
ideal world, children gently and mod
estly display their pushkas and receipt 
books to passerby on the street. But 
in my neighborhood and every other 
neighborhood I've visited, children 
armed with pushkas and receipt books 
surround, jostle and otherwise disturb 
every adult who is not in uniform of 
walking a dog. 

Furthermore, since most of these 
would-be-prize winners realize that 
change purses are not bottomless and 
that only the first "in line" will be 
"served;' they quickly learn that only 
those with sturdy elbows will prevail. 
This may be a valuable lesson for the 
business world but, quite frankly, it's 
a lesson I'd prefer my children not 
learn. 

• Begging reinforcement. One 
need not be a child psychologist to 
understand that any behavior reward
ed will be a behavior repeated. And if 
there is any behavior parents want least 
to be repeated, is begging. 

How often have we said to our chil
dren, "I might have given it to you 
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before, but when you ask like that, the 
answer is 'no"'? And how often have 
you heard other parents say to their 
children, "I've already said 'no.' But if 
you ask me one more ti1ne, bli neder, 
I'll ... !"? 

Few child behaviors rankle parents 
more than begging. Parents would be 
willing to make enorn1ous concessions 
to their children if only the children 
would make their requests without 
pleading, nagging and coercing. 

One of the activists that seems to 
encourage and even reward this type 
of misbehavior is what has 
euphemistically been called "collect
ing.'' The junior collectors learn 
rather quickly that consistent, repeat
ed and relentless appeals produce the 
greatest results. So the entire system 
guarantees that children will be trained 
to beg adults for money. Once they 
have mastered the art of making high 
pressured appeals on behalf of the 
socially accepted worthy causes, they 
can then move on to applying that art 
at home for more self-serving ends. 

CONSULTING DA'AS TORAH 

W
hen it comes to questions of 
chinuch and child-rearing, it 
is best not to make decisions 

based on purely subjective, gut reactions. 
So although it struck me as poor par
enting to allow my children to "go col
lecting,'' my wife and I decided to con
sult da' as Torah before setting any 
official policy in our home. 

The gedolim we consulted were not 
told in advance that they would be cited 
in this article. In addition, they did not 
issue any written teshuvos. Finally, they 
may have presented only their own per
sonal opinions. For these reasons, 
their names will not be mentioned. Suf
fice it to say that since we were dealing 
more with hashkafa than halacha, we felt 
free to consult with more than one Rav. 

The first Rav asked, "What is the pur
pose of the campaign?" In the case at 
hand, it was to help raise money for the 
yeshiva, we replied. "They don't have 
any other way to raise money than to 
send the children into the streets?" he 
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replied with obvious consternation. 
1'he Rav then went on to raise some of 
the same objections outlined above. 

The second Rav seemed to weigh the 
pros and cons more carefully. He asked 
how we felt and what our considerations 
were. Why did we feel that perhaps our 
children should participate? We 
explained that all of the other children 
"go collecting" and eagerly look forward 
to the prizes. If we deny our children 
the opportunity to join in the fun, how 
could we possibly justify it to them? 

There was a long pause. "I'll tell you 
what I advised my own children to say 
to my grandchildren. I told them to ask 
what was the average amount collected, 
and then write out a check for the orga-
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nization. The children should not lose 
out on their prize, but you are right not 
to want them collecting in the streets. 
You can explain your objections to the 
children and they will be able to accept 
them." 

In essence, that is how we have 
resolved this dilemma in our home. My 
purpose here is not to imply that every 
Rav would agree with the Rabbanim 
with whom we consulted. My purpose 
is only to point out that as parents, we 
do have choices. And as the pre- Yam 
Tov season approaches, we need to 
remember that we don't automatically 
have to approve our sons and daugh
ters joining the sidewalk-and-shu/ push
ka-pushers. • 
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CHILDREN COLLECTING TZEDDAKA: Two SIDES OF THE COIN 

''MY SON I MY DAUGHTER, 
THE TZEDDAIV\ GABBAI '' 

Lofty Icon? 
or Personal Role Model? 

Our literature- and the personal men1-
ories of many of us - is peopled by those 
brave, generous souls who knocked on the 
doors of friends and strangers in their role 
of collectors for the needy of our people. We 
admire their dedication, their selflessness, 
their resourcefulness, their resiliency. But 
most of us are not too ready to emulate 
thetn, become beggars at the doorstep, and 
risk refusal and huniiliation .... Such is the 
tension between the towering ideal and our 
wide window of vulnerability. 

THE MODELS 

I 
grew up in the shadow of mighty 
"collectors." My father •,-, supple
mented his skimpy salary as a 

melamed in the Seattle Talmud Torah by 
collecting tuitions, membership dues 
and sundry donations for the school; 
during school vacation, my brothers and 
I were allowed to accompany him on his 
route. Mom i1"V was for sure the Pacif
ic Northwest's champion raffle-/lun
cheon-/tea party-ticket seller for a vari
ety of causes, even holding some 
tzeddaka gatherings in our home. In 
addition, our home was one of several 
that hosted meshulachim for the few days 
that they made their rounds in our 
hometown. 

And then there were the special vis
itors: Rabbi Mordechai Wulliger 7"~t 
graced our city with his dignified pres
ence every summer, on behalf of Mes iv -
ta Torah Vodaath. The Seattlites actu
ally looked forward to his annual visits, 
and, accompanied by father (who 
received a dispensation from the Talmud 
Torah to actually assist Rabbi Wulliger 
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on his tour of duty), he invariably 
walked away with between three and 
four thousand dollars - a sizable sum 
in those days. He also convinced my 
parents that our Yiddishkeit and Torah 
knowledge would flourish if my broth
ers and I would go east to Torah 
Vodaath, after high school. 

Which we did. 
None of this compared with the 

exalted visit of the Ponevezher Rav, 
Rabbi Yosef Kahaneman 7"~t, in 1950. 
The town packed the Congregation 
Bikur Cholim synagogue to hear him 
evoke the glory of pre-War Mir, Grod
no, Kamenitz and Ponevezh; he 
mourned their tragic obliteration at the 
hands of the Nazis 1""'; and he promised 
their rebirth and ultimate blossoming 
as Batei Avoson a hilltop in Bnei-Brak. 
The people of Seattle wept openly, then 
brushed away their tears, caught sight 
of the vision he projected, and waited 
impatiently for his return from a two
day detour to Vancouver B.C., so they 
could shower him with an unprece
dented total of $36,000. 

(And then there were my meager 
efforts, years later, on behalf of Beth 
Med rash Elyon of Monsey, fueled by the 
inspiration of illustrious predecessors, 
fatally paralyzed by shyness and fear. 
Barely making my roundtrip busfare to 
Plainfield, New Jersey.) 

THE CHARGE 

V
ivid in my mind's eye is the 
image of Rabbi Yaakov 
Kamenetzky ':>"lit in the audito

rium ofMesivta Torah Vodaath, paint-

Nissan Wolpin 

ing a picture of the spiritual desperation 
of immigrant children in the newly
founded State of Israel. Resounding in 
my ears are how he confessed that he 
once had characterized Chinuch Atzmai 
as "Kodesh;' and Tashbar as "Kodesh 
Kedoshim"; but he was since convinced 
by Rabbi Aaron Kotler that following his 
old set of priorities, Tash bar could save 
the chadorim. But then there would be 
no Kial Yisroel in Bretz Yisroel, for 
Torah would be consigned to a ghetto, 
without a vibrant Chinuch Atzmai 
spreading 1orah from Gali! Elyon to the 
Negev. And therefore, upon Reb Aaron's 
urging, Reb Yaakov told us, we are to 
close our Gemoras for a day and go out 
to collect - to collect money- on the 
subway trains and in private homes. 
And so we did, I relying on the boldness 
of my more experienced classmates. 

Indeed, Reb Aaron ':>"lit had strongly 
urged yeshivas ketanos to dispatch their 
elementary school children to "sell 
stamps" and colored receipts for con
tributions for Chinuch Atzmai: "to 
educate them with a sense of responsi
bility for klat:' 

Similarly, he reserved Parshas 
Bereishis every year to mobilize the 
members of Zeirei Agudath Israel of 
Boro Park to raise funds for Chinuch 
Atzmai, calling for a response of 
individual pledges of JOO's and even 
l,OOO's of dollars that they would raise 
during the year ahead ... " to imbue 
them with a sense of accountability 
for the rest of Kial Yisroel:' (Not sur
prisingly, the group produced a 
remarkable number of dedicated 
communal leaders in the years 
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Confessions of a Gabbal 
The Divrei Chaim (the holy Sanzer Rav) ?":rr once visited the home of a 

Chassid. Upon entering, he exclaimed, "I smell the aroma of Gan Eden!" He 
then walked directly to a closet and opened it. To his astonishment he saw 
hanging there the black cassock of a priest, from which the aroma of Gan 
Eden emanated. The Sanzer Rav turned to the Chassid and said, "Something 
extraordinary happened with this cassock. Tell me the story." 

The Chassid told the Rebbe that he was the town's Gabbai Tzeddaka. On 
a given day, several impoverished Jews came to him to help them raise money. 
He escorted the first pauper. and raised a decent sum of money. But with 
each successive pauper, he found the going more difficult. Nonetheless, he 
did his best and raised some money for each of them. 

Toward the end of the day, yet another pauper came to him, and asked 
him for help. The Chassid related, "Rebbi, I told him that I just could not face 
the populace any more and ask for money once again, but the pauper began 
to weep bitterly, that he was without money to feed and clothe his children 
and that I must help him. Finally, l gave in to his entreaties:' 

The first place we went was the local inn. Sitting there were a group of 
ne'er-do-wells playing cards. I approached them for funds, and they scoffed 
at me and at the pauper. We were about to leave, when one of the group 
said, "Let's have some fun with the Gabbai:' He then turned to me and said, 
"I have a sporting proposition for you. You see this pot of money that we 
have on the gaming table? It is all yours for this pauper. But there is a catch. 
You must agree to take a priest's cassock and parade through the streets of 
the city:' 

My heart sank. But what was I to do? So I agreed. I dressed up in the 
priest's cassock and marched through the main street of our town. All who 
saw me laughed at the spectacle of me, a bearded Jew, in the uniform of an 
alien clergyman. The children followed me, singing and mocking me. But at 
the end of the day. the pauper left with a hefty sum of money. I returned 
home, sat down and wept. 

The Sanzer Rav stood, mesmerized by the story. He then told the Chas
sid, "Now I understand why the aroma of Gan Eden emanates from this cas
sock. When a Jew subjects himself to ridicule for the mitzva of tzeddaka, there 
is no greater merit that he can accomplish:' 

He then added: "I have some advice for you. Make certain that you write 
in your will that when you pass away that you are wrapped in this cassock 
before they place your body in the coffin. I assure you that no prosecuting 
angel will be able to touch you or harm you in any way." 

- Written for publication by Prof.Aaron Twerski 

ahead.) The Satmar Rav, Rabbi Yoel 
Teitelbaum ?·~r. also insisted that 
children of his Chassidim experience 
carrying the load of communal and 
individual needs, to learn to swallow 
the taste of refusal and humiliation, 
and to master the art of resiliency by 
collecting money for tzeddaka: a boot 
camp of sorts for later forays into the 
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rough but noble world of the Tzeddaka 
Gabbai. 

And then, in the l 960's treading in 
the footsteps of Rabbi Wulliger, the 
bachurim of Rabbi Sim cha Wasserman's 
beis midrash in Melrose, California, 
knocked on doors in co1nmunities up 
and down the California coast, osten
sibly to plant pushkas for their yeshiva. 

Tl\f Once·in·a Lifetime Purchase 
that you should never have to use: 

KARKA IN 
ERETZ YISKOEL 

Call Rabbi Gavriel Beer for 
information on obtaining 

cemetery plots in Beth Shemesh 

and other locations in Israel. 

011-972-2-641-1923 

The crystal goblets gleam. 
The silver candlesticks shine. 
And this Haggadah sparkles 

like a jewel. 

.%WLufrfh, lk,n& 
by Rabbi Moshe Shlomo Emanuel 

The author of Tefillin: The Inside Story 
and Torah Patterns: The Magnificent 
Unity of!ewish Li(e and Thought now 
brings us a deep and yet eminently 
readable explanation of the 
Haggadah. Haggadah Gems offers 
the reader a new and deeper 
understanding of Yetzias Mitzrayim, 
skillfully weaving a tapestry< •fTorah 
perspectives on issues as di 1erse as 
good and evil, Hashem's Oneness, 
and the Jewish definition of 
freedom. Rabbi Emanuel draws 
upon a wealth of traditional sources 
as well as his own unique insights to 
give us a Haggadah commentary 
that will enrich our Seder as well as 
our understanding of the Exodus, 
the seminal event in)ewish history. 

A TARGUM PRBSS Book 
Distributed by Feldheim PUblishers 

800-237-7149 E-mail feldheim@worldpalza.com 
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ffiy Great-Grandmother, the Tzeddilkil G11bb11i 
On a visit to the Borough Park 

home of the late Rabbi Michael L. 
Munk ?"lit, the eminent educator, 
author and askan (community 
activist), I notic:ed a beautiful antique 
silver pushka (charity collection 
box). 

"Objet d'art? Souvenir?" I asked. 
"Family heirloom;' replied Rabbi 

Munk. "This pushka was presented to 
my great-grandmother, who was 
known in her community _as Ch_ana 
Klapperpantofil!" 

He then elaborated: 
In the early 1800's, Rebbitzen 

Chana Munk lived in a small town 
outside Danzig together with her 
husband, Rabbi Michael Leib· Munk, 
who was the Rav of the community. 
In this town, as in every other com
munity, funds were constantly need
ed for the indigent. To meet this 

necessity, Rebbitzen Munk would 
walk around the town and its envi
rons almost daily, collecting charity 
for the needy. 

She would knock on a door, and 
if the people living in the house 
were home, they would slide open 
a wooden slat in the door to see 
who was there. When they realized 
it was Rebbitzen Munk, they would 
let her in and invariably give her a 
contribution, 

One day it occurred to the Reb
bitzen that people may feel pres
sured to contribute because of her 
status, and in a sense, she was tak~ 
ing money from folks who might 
really not be able to give it. 

So the Rebbitzen bought a pair of 
heavy wooden dogs and wore them 
every time she went collecting. The 
shoes would make loud thumping 
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noises as they dunked on wooden 
planks that lined the muddy roads, 
thus signaling to each of the town's 
inhabitants who was there before she 
knocked on the door. This way, any
one who did not wish to donate 
charity at that particular time would 
simply not come to the door, and 
after a few moments, the Rebbitzen 
would move on. 

She lovingly became known as 
"Chana Klapperpantofil:' German for 
"noise-making house shoes." 

In 1841, on her seventieth birth
day, Rebbitzen Chana "Klapper
pantofil" Munk was presented by her 
fellow townspeople with .the silver 
pushka that Rabbi Munk displayed in 
his home in Brooklyn. 

- NW, reprinted in part from Rabbi 
Pesach Krohn's In the Footsteps of 
the Maggid. 

Their true purpose was to plant seeds 
of Yiddishkeit. And sure enough, in 
Santa Barbara, for example, a local 
physician was struck by the wholesome 
sense-of-purpose that resonated from the 
young meshulachim. Why not my sons? 
he wondered. By the time the pushkas 
were filled, Santa Barbara became host 
to weekly Torah lectures, and eventual
ly boasted a Hebrew school whose grad
uates matriculated to yeshiva high 
schools. 

OVERCOMING THE DRAWBACKS 

S
o there is a history, a legacy, a noble 
calling, and a calculated training 
program designed by Gedolei Yis

roel. And yet, the reality is hardly all that 
glorious. 

What goes wrong between the vision 
and the facts on the ground? A confu
sion of incentive and motivation. Acor
ruption of trickle-down adult respon
sibility by the eruption of infantile urges 
for acquisition. 

How does one steer one's children 
away from the ignominious Schnorrer 
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route to the ennobling Gabbai 
approach? 

By engaging in hands-on involve
ment in the chessed chinuch of our chil
dren, so that orchids instead of weeds 
develop in the hothouse environment 
of our garden patch of tzeddaka
training; 

by making each of the children in 
the family (and the classroom) 
accountable for every nickel collected 
at the end of every day, and deposit
ing the money in a place of safe-keep
ing, or entering the amount on indi-

• Shabbos Sheva Brochos 

• Weekend Bar Mitzvas 

• School Shabbatons 

• Family Reunions 

F()r reservations 
and information 

ca 11 

1-800-CAPITOL 
(227-4865) 

325 Seventh Street, 
Lakewood, NJ 08701 

(732) 363-5000 

Catering under Rabbinical Supervision of 
the Vaad Hakashruth of Lakewood, NJ 

PN?l •1:l:J <19) 
r•-rnr.i? 7N•1:l' :i?n 

vidual pages of a special ledger; 
by reinforcing the chessed involve

ment of each child in the amelioration 
of a sad or desperate or needy or exalt
ing situation, every day, underscoring 
how each nickel raised is an added ele
ment of relief or enhancement for the 
purpose at hand; 

by reminding children that "tzeddek 
tzeddek tirdof' tells us to pursue chari
ty with justice - that is, with the utmost 
consideration of the potential donor; 

by spelling out the specific limi
tations to collecting in shuls because 

''r wish I could 
speak to a 

frum therapist 
on the phone 
without giving 

my name.'' 

of respect for tefilla, and the require
ment to eschew any interruption of 
davening; 

and by practicing the appropriate 
response of "Thank you, tizku 
lemitzvos" - and mean it. 

Then the visions of Reb Aaron and 
the Satmar Rav will be realized, and the 
legacy of Rabbi Wuliger and the Pon
evezher Rav will be kept alive by the off
spring of their spiritual progeny, as we 
witness them develop into Gabba' ei 
Tzeddaka par excellence... bechessed 
elyon. II 

You can! Just: call 
The Yitti Leibel 

Helpline. 
HOURS: 

Monday-Friday ............................. Sam -12prn 
Monday-Thursday ....................... Spm -l 1 pn1 
Sunday ..................... 9am -12pm, 9pm -11 pm 
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' 

718-HELP-NOW 
(718)435-7669 

Chicago ........... (800) HELP-023 
Lakewood .......... (732) 363-1010 

Cleveland ...................... (888) 209-8079 
Baltimore ...................... (410) 578-1111 
Morris, Union, Essex & Middlesex 
counties in NJ .............. (877) 4-LEIBEL 

For addiction problems call our addiction 
therapist, Wednesdays 11:30pm to 1:30am 

Book a B category car in Israel and get a free double upgrade 
to a Diesel car in category D, saW1g up to 70% of your refueling costs. 

For further details and reservations please oontact: 

Budget Israel Fax: 972-3-'389992 
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Offer is valid till June 30th '99 excluding 22.3-11.4.99 
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Bring Brocha 
Into Your Life! 
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Hashem said: From all tragedies I can save you ... as long as the 
Soton does not stand before Me and prosecute. And the one who speaks 
l h h h • th S t th t t from Zchor L'Miriam, a OS on ora... e gives e 0 on e power 0 prosecu e. sefer by the Chafetz Chaim 

Everyone is aware that of Shmiras Haloshon will 
Shmiras Haloshon is a receive Hashem's help in 
limitless source of brocha, succeeding at this mitzvah, 
an essential element in Thousands who are 
our tefilos being accepted already learning Shmiras 
and the most effective Haloshon Yomi find that 
way to merit Hashem's 
protection and mercy. 

But how does one succeed 
at acquiring this precious 
commodity? 

There is a tool-a simple, 
highly-effective tool-that 
the Chofetz Chaim himself 
recommended to meet the 
challenge, Sluniras Haloshon 
Yomi is a learning program 
guaranteed to work, because 
the Chofetz Chaim advises 

it has a transforming 
power on their day. Their 
awareness of how they 
think and speak improves 
immediately and their 
willpower in steering clear 
of loshon hora instantly 
strengthens. 

.,; 
Join thousands of Jews ~ 

us that whoever undertakes 
the daily learning of the laws 

the world over in the new ~ 
cycle of Shmiras Haloshon ; 

c 
Yomi and accomplish some- ~ 

thing truly great this year. 
For yourself, your family, 

and all of Kial Yisrael. 0 
0 
.c 
l:( 
~ 

Announcing the new cycle of ~ 

Shnriras Haloshon Yonri .~ 
'§ 
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THROWING OUT THE MEDIA WITH 
THE MESSAGE! 

To the Editor: 
In your January issue, my friend and 

colleague, Rabbi Yaakov Asher Sinclair, 
takes a very negative view of Orthodox 
participation in television, music, and, 
by (my) implication, in other modern 
forms of mass communication. He but
tresses his case by pointing out: "Have 
you ever seen Orthodox Jews look any
thing other than weird on the media? 
Why is that? ... Why do they seem 
parochial and rather shabby when 
exposed to the glare of TV's gaze?" 
Because of this, Rabbi Sinclair creates a 
metaphysical imperative - or as he puts 
it, a "n1ystical reality" - "that when we 
attempt, as the Jewish People, to take 
hold of the reins of kingship, be that 
music or television, we must inevitably 
look ridiculous and fail." 

His argument begs the question. We 
look "shabby, ridiculous" and we "fail" 
because we have not taken advantage of 
the technology and media that is avail
able to us. Certainly, if we let Seinfeld 
portray us, we will look nweird.'1 But 
why don't we portray Torah life and val
ues as we know them to be and allow 
the vast Jewish (and non-Jewish) pub
lic to have an appreciation of Torah life 
and its holiness? All technology is neu
tral. Television, films, videos, CD 
Roins, the Internet, are enonnously 
powerful tools of infor1nation and 
influence. l'hey are to our tin1es what 
the printing press was to fifteenth cen
tury European civilization. There were 
then sincere and respected Jews who 
opposed the Jewish use of the printing 
press, because of its control by the 
Church and because it would make 
pornography and revolutionary ideas 
more readily available (which it did). 
But it is hard to imagine the survival and 
spread of Torah knowledge, Talmudic 
scholarship, committed prayer and 
strong Jewish communal life without the 
existence and positive use of the print
ing press by the Jewish world. 

The television program "Lights," 
which portrays the story of Chanuka, 
was produced by an Orthodox organi-

zation in Israel about fifteen years ago. 
It has appeared (and still appears) on 
com1nercial, nation-wide, network tele
vision in the United States every 
December since its introduction. 
Numerous young people who are now 
studying Torah here in Jerusalem have 
told me that viewing this program was 
their first introduction to authentic Jew
ish tradition, historical view and value 
systems. The Torah programs and sites 
on the Internet are visited by hundreds 
of thousands of Jews regularly who 
receive knowledge and inspiration that 
would otherwise be denied to them. 

For the Torah world to ignore and 
abandon the tools of mass communi
cation that are currently available, sim
ply because of their misuse by other 
forces, is, in my opinion, dangerous, 
counter-productive and unnecessary. 
We cannot preach kiruv, and then 
refuse to employ the tools available to 
us for successful kiruv. Current Jewish 
1nusic, even though it is no more Jew
ish in true historical terms than are 
blintzes and kreplach, has played an 
important role amongst all elements and 
in all areas of Jewish life over the past 
forty years. Its contribution and pres
ence should not be easily dismissed and 
denigrated. The continued growth 
and vitality of Orthodoxy and the 
Torah community, and its eventual 
influence on the other, much larger, Jew
ish society, can be assured only if we are 
wise enough to deal with the realities of 
life and current society and to positively 
exploit all of the technological tools that 
are available to us today. 

RABBI BEREL WEIN 

Jerusalem 

·-··~···-··------ --- ---- ------------ ------------------
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Reply from the author: 

Chazal teach that the Jewish people 
will experience four exiles. Until Moshi
ach comes (may it be speedily in our 
days), what we see of ourselves and what 
others see of us is the landscape of exile. 
This is a fact. My essay was an attempt 
to identify some features of this land
scape. The current heirs of Rome rule 
us with cultural imperialism. Cultural 
domination is more subtle and thus 
more insidious than brute force. And 
more total. 

I am not a technophobe. I have no 
problen1 with television as an invention. 
Everything that Hashem has put in this 
world can teach us about our Creator, 
May His Name be Blessed. Wasn't it the 
Chofetz Chaim who said that the tele
phone allows us to understand how our 
every word can be heard on the other 
side of the world - or in Shamayiml 
If the telephone teaches us that there is 
an Ear that hears, then the television 
teaches us that there is an Eye that sees. 
The video recorder teaches us that not 
only does the Eye see, it records every 
minute detail of our actions. One day, 
we will all have to watch a cosmic ver
sion of "This Was Your Life." 

I have no problem with television per 
se. What could be objectionable in sur
veillance camera! outside a bank? My 
concern is broadcast television. My point 
is that to the extent that television has 
been taken up as an instru1nent of impe
rial domination, to that same extent we, 
as the Jewish people, will not be able to 
exploit its power. As my friend and 
learned colleague Rabbi Wein says, "all 
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technology is neutral:' I agree. The 
point is whether we can use that tech
nology in the way that Eisav uses it. My 
skepticism is on this point. 

Even if I am wrong in my analysis, 
and that we can use broadcast television 
to "advertise" Judaism, what form will 
this take? Television is the great trivi
alizer. Murder and tragedy are followed 
by commercials for fast food. Television 
turns real life into soap opera because 
it juxtaposes advertising, news, fiction 
and documentary into one enormous 
unholy chulent. Do we want Judaism to 
be looked at as just one more life-style 

choice? "On this week's "Homes of the 
Frum and Fastidious," we visit the fas
cinatingly humble home of the Gold
bergs of Jerusalem!' I cringe at the 
thought. 

TV and the Printing Press Not Analagous 

I disagree with Rabbi Wein that tele
vision and the printing press are anal
ogous. It seems to me that film is an 
entirely different language than the 
written or spoken word. The Torah is 
a book. Books are about words, whether 
they are written or printed. Films, and 
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especially television, use a language of 
"now this" - a constant stream of jux
taposed imagery which conveys emotion 
rather than intellect. Film is such a pow
erful tool because it speaks in the lan
guage of emotion rather than intellect. 
A book allows you to read something 
again and again; to chew it over, to dis
till its argument into thoughts. The 
equivalent process, were it to be put on 
film, would be unspeakably boring. 

This is a problem that has concerned 
kiruv workers for some time: How do 
you take a Torah lecture and transfer it 
to film or television? The immediacy 
of a speaker in a room talking directly 
to you, the interaction with the audi
ence, the understood requirement that 
the listener enter the train of thought 
of the speaker - all these are lost on 
television. When you ftlm a speaker, 
however gifted, what you are left with 
is a talking head. Marginally more grip
ping than the test card. The alternative 
is to dramatize the words of the speak
er, and that has its own pitfalls. The log
ical conclusion of that route is full
blown drama. And then we face an 
entirely different problem: I am 
reminded of a well known Rosh Yeshi
va who grew up in a more innocent 
America who says that he has difficul
ty thinking about Moshe Rabbeinu 
without a picture of Charlton Heston 
floating into his head. 

Cartoons have their own special 
problems: I can't argue with Rabbi Wein 
that because of the television film 
"Lights" that "numerous young people 
are now studying Torah here in 
Jerusalem:' But the price to be paid for 
that is that the Chashmonaim just 
became Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. 

One of the Torah's most potent 
attractions to people who aren't religious 
is its uniqueness; the very fact that it 
can't be made into a film. When some
one has tasted Torah learning, he real
izes that he is dealing with something 
totally beyond anything he has ever 
experienced. 

Another problem with the use of film 
and television to bring people closer to 
Judaism is typified by"Schindler's List." 
(I didn't see the movie, but I spoke to 
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people who did see it.) When we are 
dealing with world of drama, onr most 
informed source must be the Greeks 
who invented it. All our words con
nected with drama are Greek: the word 
drama itself is a Greek word. So is com
edy, tragedy, theater, etc. There is, how
ever, another word from the lexicon of 
the Greeks that was also part and par
cel of the drama: catharsis. Catharsis 
means that by viewing tragic events (a 
son killing his father and marrying his 
mother, for example) in the controlled 
environment of the theater, the specta
tor could expunge t;!iese feelings from 
within himself. In other words, the 
Greeks realized that the drama, far from 
instigating action, does the reverse - it 
sublimates it. I'm sure that all those peo
ple who watched "Schindler's List" or 
any other similar film, for that matter, 
were deeply touched and moved by the 
ruthless mechanical slaughter of our 
people (Hashem will avenge their 
blood). But what effect did this have 
when they emerged into the light of day? 
Did anyone change their lives because 
they saw a OSchindler's List"? Has a 
film, by itself, ever changed anyone's life? 
I doubt it. Emotion is very powerful. 
But it is also very short-lived. 

I disagree with Rabbi Wein in his 
lumping together the Internet with 
television. They are very different. Tele
vision puts everyone in the same glob
al meeting house. The Internet creates 
a myriad of private electronic booths. 
This is both its power and its danger. A 
secular Jew will have no problem ask
ing a question over the Internet to a vir
tual Rabbi. After all, his beard and payos 
are invisible. That person might never 
hear authentic Judaism in another way. 
Peer pressure or his own feelings of 
alienation may keep him from ever 
crossing the threshold of a yeshiva. By 
the same token, the very anonymity of 
the Internet is why it is so dangerous for 
a frum home. In just a couple of clicks, 
an innocent youngster can find himself 
in a virtual bookshop on Times Square 
- and with no one to make him feel 
ashamed about being there except his 
own yiras Shamayim. 

YAAKOV ASHER SINCLAIR 
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Tomorrow May Be Too Late, by Chana 
Stavsky, Tamar Books, Mesora Publish
ers, $17 .99 

W
hat do you know about Jew
ish life in middle-century 
France? How good was 

Napoleon to the Jews? Who was Drey
fus? If you're like this reviewer, you most 
probably possess a negligible amount of 
information about these topics; you 
never had easy access to the appropri
ate source materials. This novel will pro
vide you with all the answers, and then 
some. 

1-lrs. Herman, who teaches English in a Brook
lyn Bais Yaakov, reviews books for The Jewish 
Observer. 

In addition, you'll meet Pierre 
Rousseau: a bored, affluent, rather 
assimilated Jew in search of a cause. 
Then there is his religious grandmoth
er who has gently fanned the embers of 
his neshama over the years. Next, you'll 
be introduced to his sister who has inter
married, his sensitive nephew, and 
philistine father. Finally, add commit
ted Orthodox Jews into the plot, and 
you'll have the right components for a 
thrilling and emotional saga. When dor
mant anti-Semitism is rekindled, our 
young journalist is in the right place at 
the right time. As the story unfolds, 
Pierre's incipient Jewishness is awak
ened, and continues to evolve in devel
opments that span several decades and 
continents, including such major events 
as the sinking of the Titanic and World 
War I. 

If you crave a good family yarn, along 
with intrigue and idealism set against a 
historical backdrop, then Mrs. Stavsky's 
newest novel is there to fulfill your lit
erary yearnings. • 

ATTENTION 
OAF YOMI LEARNERS 

• 4-5 blatt per tape 

.. 
OEO 
. . . . 

•A tape series where you can review/prepare the 
Daf in your car, on the subway, or on the bus 

•Each Daf is read, translated, and explained slowly 
and clearly in just 20 minutes 

• Mishna tapes also available (approximately one 
Mesechta per tape) 

• Subscription rate: $3 per tape (plus S&H) 

Call for Order Form: 

1-718-435-5438 • 1-800-966-6026 
Fax: 1-718-851-2236 

A project of the Slabodka Yeshiva 
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In.. today's business battleground you nee 
well-trained, experienced personnel. B 

''·· wliere do you :fiiid them without spending 
\,fortune? Professional Management ar 

'ti:mployment Services is the answer. We have 
.\' ~}qe :ariety_ of qualified professionals in mat 
\ '\,\ fielill; mcluding management, finance, technolo1 

.. '\ and 'fuore, all at no fee. Call today and jo 
'\: \ ' 

.· .iundre~ of companies who have found ti 
· · olution\_to their. staffing needs. . 

· . 'qfessid\alManagement-" " . . The~inniftg strategy.for: your business. 
, +,"c 






